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Sukura M19-2A
Wireless charger with 3 port USB hub in bamboo and ABS. Connect device to your computer, place
smartphone on it to begin charging. Blue light is lit when charging. Output: DC5V/1.0A. Compatible
with all QI enabled devices such as latest Androids, iPhone® 8, 8S and X and newer. AC-DC 2 pin
plug adapter included. Dimensions: 17x9x3,1cm
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Lohan M19-3A
Charge your mobile devices without connecting a cable. Just place your mobile
phone on the soft pad and wait for the charging notiʩcation to appear. The
charging pad supports 10W charging to charge your phone twice as fast as most
wireless chargers in the market. With soft top material to make a perfect cushion
for your mobile phone and for optimal grip. Compatible with all QI enabled devices
like Android latest generation, iPhone 8, 8S and X. Product Size : 2.6 x 7.7 x 7.7 cm
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Place your phone as per your
convenient angle of view

Touch button to set your favourite mood light colors

Sorrento M19-4A
Sorrento is a 10 Watt fast charge desk wireless charger with color changing moodlight. The collapsible silicon design allows for
the phone to be positioned and charged at various angles depending on the use. The single touch button on the front allows for
6 different colors to be displayed with each touch. This useful device is a perfect eye catcher for your ofʩce or home! Compatible
with all QI enabled devices like Android latest generation, iPhone 8, 8S and X. Input: 5V/2A. Wireless Output: 9V/1.1 10W

ILO Dock M19-4B
A 3 in 1 Switchable Adaptor features Type C,
Lighting and Micro USB with an additional
USB port for charging your phone with
your own cable. It comes with a light up
acrylic plate that glows on while charging
and off when completed. Gives a light up
effect when engraved with your company
name and logo. Available in various colours
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Dublin M19-5A
Multi functional Mousepad. Dublin comes with built in E-Note and a suitable pen for quick notes. Slots to hold your
phone/tablet and pens. Dimension: 24.5*26.5*5cm
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Anti-loss M19-6A
A sleek stylish bluetooth anti loss device. Works on the
application e-tracker, iSearching, eTracking / iTracing.
11 modes of phone rings, the volume can be turned up
and down. One can easily ʩnd the vehicle by following
the location on the map in the phone application.
Compitablity: iOS 7.0 System or above and Android 4.3
system or above. Comes in an executive black colour
with shiny chrome parts. Can be attached to key ring,
pets, bags, wallets or any other belongings

Taali M19-6C

FindMe M19-6B
A bluetooth key / phone ʩnder made of
durable ABS material. It works on free
iTagg application available in both IOS
and Android. Additional features: can be
used as remote shutter / selʩe button, has
voice recording alarm feature. Lost history
/ location list for easy tracking. Parking site
searching. Works on CR2032 battery
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Never lose your phone or keys or
any other valuables with the help of
Taali which will ʩnd your lost item
with just a click of a button. Taali will
easily ʩnd your phone or any other
lost item it is attached to by setting
on an alarm or by activating GPS on
your phone to show the location of
your misplaced item. Just download
the required app to use Taali to ʩnd
your lost item ; you can also use it as
a remote to click pictures from your
phone. Product Size: 6 x 2.9 x 0.8cm

GADGETS

Helge M19-7A
Car AC Vent clip-on ʪexible
mobile holder. Available in
white, grey & black colours

Dual Push M19-7B
Sleek dual charger with the metal
trims for branding

Hoff M19-7C
Hoff is a car phone holder with
seat belt cutter and glass breaker.
The excellent branding space
on this product makes it an
aordable and useful promotional
product. Packed in a box.
Product Size : 9.7 x 5 x 2.8cm

Seat belt cutter
Glass Breaker
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DriveSafe M19-8A
With this state of the art charger you can drive safely while your mobile device is charging wirelessly. The phone is held securely
in place by the two holders on the side to keep the mobile phone stable when driving. With built-in LED indicator to indicate
when the phone is charging. To use the car charger, simply connect the micro USB cable included to the USB output of your
car or your car charger (not included). Compatible with all QI enabled devices like Android latest generation, iPhone 8, 8S and
X. Input: 5V 2A/9V 1.67A. Wireless Output : 5V 2A/9V 1.97A 10W. Product Size : 12 x 10.5 x 10.5cm

Privacy

M19-8B

Adhesive webcam cover with additional magnetic
device for added security. Dimensions: 4,3X1,2 cm
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Basang M19-9A
Basang is a true wireless double earbuds with
state of art bluetooth 4.0 module and high quality
chipset. The 700 mAh charging case can be used
to recharge earbuds without any cables. It allows
you to pick up calls and listen to music in true
wireless manner. Including extra tips to ʩt all and
micro USB cable to charge the charging case. It
has an impressive play time of 3 hours

MusiPic M19-9B
A great gift bringing sound and images to your desktop. The
MusiPic Bluetooth Flat Panel Speaker is the First of its kind
with its unique clever design. it gives plenty of punch at only
13mm thickness. Deliver your logo message with a customized
front Digital print panel. What a great gift bringing sound and
images to the wall or desktop. A range of different coloured
trim colours on demand. Delivery your logo message with a
customized front Digital print panel are available in following sizes:
18x3x2.5 cm , 15.4x10.3x1.9 cm , 17.7x12.7x 2.8 cm 31x 22.3x1.3 cm
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Malapit Wireless M19-10A
A wireless phone wallet with built in 4000 mAh Power Bank. The
silicon ʪap enclosure is designed to keep the simcard and the
pin. Malapit Wireless devive comes with suction that holds your
phone and charges wireless. Light up battery indicator helps to
show the remaining battery left

Threenats M19-10B
Set of 3 brain teasers in metal, packed in a cotton pouch
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Endless Puzzle M19-11A
An antistress desk accessory. Created in collabration with Mr. Karim Rashid - one of
todays brightest product designers. Endless Puzzle is a unique stress relieving object
for excercising creativity. It has a limitless number of combinations and each one is
uniquely, beautiful and complete

Charge ‘n’ Light M19-11B
Charge ‘n’ Light is a soothing night lamp where
the logo can be prominently displayed. It comes
with two USB hub and can charge any two
devices using the USB hub simultaneously
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Drop Ring M19-12A
Phone holder with ring in matt zinc-alloy.
3M sticker on back

Sim Reader M19-12B
Mobile & Camera Back Up Sim reader
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Jaiby M19-13A
Jaiby is a charging cable with super fast Type-C
Output & a Dual side Output: Lightning & Micro
USB to charge all phones. Jaiby is also a phone
stand Type-C plug Jaiby can charge almost all
phones. Jaiby is also a phone stand which make
it easy to watch videos on your phone. Product
Size : 7 x 7x 1.8cm

Saxo M19-13B
Multi functional hand spinner with charging cables that includes USB, dual head
micro USB and type C charging cable

Micro USB

iOS
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ANDROID

TYPE C

Cablet Cablet C M19-14B
Bracelet cable with micro USB for smartphones and tablets.
Available for android, lightning and type C

GlowUp Charge M19-14A
Rectangular Shape GlowUp Charging cable with 3 in 1
output (Micro USB + Lightning + Type C) thus making
it possible to charge any mobile phone with this useful
accessory. This cable allows you to decorate the logo in
a way that once connected it will light up for optimal
brand exposure. Comes in a PU Pouch
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LightUp Charge M19-15A
3 In 1 Round Shape Light Up Charging cable. Featuring with Micro USB + Lightning + Type C output making it possible to
charge any mobile phone. This main unit can be engraved with your logo in a way that once connected it will light up for
optimal brand exposure. Available in black colour with white LED light and white colour with blue LED light

Buds M19-15B

Spinnen M19-15C

Wireless earbuds with quality bluetooth connection,
microphone for handsfree calling. A frosted plastic
case with a detachable USB Cable further adds to its
amazing features. Product Size : 10.5 x 3.4 x 2cm

A shiny nickel spintop metal decision maker, fun to play with.
A stress relieving tool
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Greaves Plus M19-16A
A 5000 mAh Powered Wireless Linen Water resistant Sleek Laptop Bag. This wireless laptop bag comes
with an extra ʪap to hold the mobile and charge wirelessly, a collapsable USB port to charge non wireless
devices, an expandable pocket that can hold any size of mobile, slots for buisness cards, expandable
pocket for documents/tablet, elastic loops to hold accessories. Greaves Plus can hold laptop upto 13”, a
smart handle to carry and a nylon belt to slide into your trolley case. The contrast PU enclosure gives a
smart look. Dimension: 25.9*34.2*2.2 cm

OFFICE l TECHNOLOGY l ELECTRONICS
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Memo Power M19-17A
Memo Power is a LED Memo Pad with built in 10,000 mAH portable power bank in a leather
case. Memo Power comes with a stylus pen and can charge two devices simultaneously.
Fully charge your iPhone 7 for 3.8 times, iphone X for 2.5 times, or an iPad mini for1.2times.
vA leather ʪip case is matched to protect your power bank / memo pad. Has slots to hold
cards and currency. Charger Micro Input: 5V 2100mA, Lightning Input: 5V 2100mA, Dual
USB Output: 5V 2100mA. Dimension: 175x92x9mm
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iDATA Air II M19-18A

Triolux M19-18B

Share ʩles with friends, Expand Regular phone and tablet storage
Smart Mobile App, Connect with computer. With the powerful
iData Air App, you can import photos and videos from your phones
to iData Air II with only one click. Use the iData Air App to manage
your data, from the iData Air II to your iPhone or Android phone
Safe & Secure. Connect with Computer with the convenience of
regular USB drive capabilities, you can transfer and save your data
from phones to computers easily and conveniently.

Multifunction ball pen in metal. Black
ink reʩll, white LED light, red laser
pointer and soft touch tip. Includes
3 button cell batteries. Delivered in
metal tin box.

Thanks to the Wi-Fi connection technology, the iData Air II has a
unique privacy and security system using 6-digit password. Battery
Capacity: 400mAh, Wiʩ Working Distance: 10m
System Requirements: iOS 8.0+, Android 4.0+
Dimensions: 84x26.5x10mm
Never Miss Any Internet Notice
While using and connecting with the iData Air II, you can still
connect your phones or pads with your home WiFi or your
3/4G service.
(Note: While connecting with iData Air II, Android devices
cannot connect with cellular data.)
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Power Presenter M19-19A
A professional presentation tool with built in laser pointer. Page up/down, play side, black screen,
hyperlink, switch window, play/pause, volume control. Works on RF 2.4Ghz, control distance > 20m.
Compitable with Windows, Mac OS. The device has a built in rechargeable battery 2600 mAh and
can be used as an emergency phone charger

Alaska M19-19B
Multifunctional silver pen. Blue ink reʩll, white LED light, red laser pointer.
Includes 3 cell batteries. Presented in a wooden box. Safety class II
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Mili M19-20A
A classy notebook with built in power bank and wireless charging feature. Crafted carefully in
a niche grey linen fabric. With a capacity of 10,000 mAh the device can charge wireless + wired
devices simultaneously. Closed Size: 240*175*26mm

4 in 1 Pen M19-20B
A metal laser ball pen with iTouch, laser pointer
and a ʪash light. Available in white and black
smooth pull out caps
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Beatriz M19-21 A
A 5000mAh smart wireless note with magnetic enclosure. Slide in mobile holder simeltaneously charges your
phone wirelessly. Slots for cards, pens and accessories and a slide in pocket at the back for quick access of
documents etc. Comes with 64 sheet lined A5 Size notebook

Slim Power M19-21 B
5 in 1 Multifunctional power bank pen with 800
mAh capacity. Input 5V, 800mA, Output: 5V, 1A,
Charging time: 1-2 hours. Has a pull up mobile
stand, screen cleaner, stylus touch screen and a
ball pen
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Gallop M19-22A
The soft laptop sleeve that can ʩt in 15.6" laptop. The main zippered suede/velvet padded compartment for laptop, exterior
zippered pocket for accessories and the velcro enclosure back pocket for documents. Contrast pullers and the leatherette
handle to slide in and carry the bag conveniently. Dimension: 38*29*3 cm

Lapouch M19-22B
A sleek design Laptop Pouch crafted with felt and leatherette material with
zipper enclosure. Available in two colours. Size: 35.5X26 cms
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Alp M19-23A
ALP provides 6 different viewing angles for your tablet. This creates an
optimized solution whether you are typing, watching a movie or making a
call. It is made of ʩne materials and mixes aluminium with fabric in a slim and
elegant way. Fits any tablet up to 10”. ALP includes an aluminum stylus for
more precise actions. Registered design® Product Size: 2.2 x 14.3 x 13.7 cm

TabCase M19-23B
10.1” Tablet Case High quality nylon material. Heavy duty air
bubble padding for special protection. Stylish handle to hold
conveniently. Additional slip-in pocket for documents. Product
Size: 20 x 27 x 2 cm
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Turre M19-24A
Foldable charging station in ABS with 5 port USB hub and 1
output for type C. AC-DC 2 pin plug EU adapter included

WIRELESS
CHARGING

Ostad M19-24B
Ostad is Wireless charger / USB with silicon ring to prevent your phone from
sliding. An integrated cable ensures you don’t need to carry an extra cable for
the wireless charging pad. The LED indicator will light up when the device is
charging. Compatible with all QI enabled devices like Android latest generation,
iPhone 8, 8S and X. This useful accessory is also a USB hub with 2 USB 2.0 ports
enabling to charge multiple devices simultaneously. Input: 5V/2A. Wireless
Output: 5V/1A, 5W
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KeyFold M19-25A
A trifold bluetooth keyboard for smartphone and tablets. The soft touch keys helps user for messaging including WhatsApp,
Email, Notes, SMS using the keyboard wirelessly on android, ios and windows both for smartphone and tablets. The touchpad
feature for android, ios helps to navigate on the device screen. The two premium color options gives a chic look to match
any individual identity

Rapid M19-25B
Rapid is a phone holder enabled with
smart wireless fast charging Q1 device.
Speciʩcation: Input: DC 5V,2A DC 9V, 1.67A
Charging Efʩciency: more than 75%
Charging Distance: 3-10MM, Frequency:
11--205 Khz.
Wireless Charging Power: 10W/7.5W/5W/
Compitable, Standard: QI
* Only phones compatible with Qi chargers
will charge wirelessly
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Mr. Robot* M19-26A
This Robot shape USB is available in
shinny gold and silver ʩnish. Laser
engraved logo gives a classy look
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*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.

USB FLASH DRIVES

OTG Flash* M19-27A
3 in 1 USB Flash drive with OTG / Lightning Connector. Available in silver,
grey and rose gold color. Can be supplied in 8, 16, 32 and 64GB capacity.

Ingelon* M19-27C
Lightening* M19-27B
A OTG USB that works with iOS

Ingelon Flash Drive has four different interfaces. Fully compatible with all your
mobiles. Includes 1 Lightning connector + 1 Micro USB + 1 USB Type C + 1
regular USB connector. Plug and play for Android, iOS and Type-C Smartphones.
Save valuable time with 10MB/S~30MB/S reading speed and 9MB/S~20MB/S
writing speed

*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.
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Swaros* M19-28A

Calligraphy* M19-28B

Tubular shape american diamond studded USB

A brass metal calligraphy USB

Secured*M19-28C
Metal USB with combination lock. Comes with leather key holder

Plier* M19-28D
Metal USB in shape of plier
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Nox* M19-28E
Full metal USB with leather attachment

*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.

USB FLASH DRIVES

Unakite* M19-29A
Crystal USB cased in metal housing
with keyholder

Lolite* M19-29B Key shape lightup acrylic USB

Baryte* M19-29C
Crystal USB comes with metal
and wood casing. Full colour
branding or laser engraving
can be done on these

*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.
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Vistara* M19-30A

Crystal USB with magnetic wooden housing

Eboy*M19-30C

Citrine* M19-30B

Barrel shape USB that comes in different colours with key holder

Clip* M19-30D

Gun Black*
M19-30E

Clip on gun metal USB
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*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.

USB FLASH DRIVES

Crystalite*M19-31A

Zincite* M19-31B

Crystal lightup USB with laser etched housing. Full colour
branding can be done on these

Crystal USB with keychain

USB Key Chain**
M19-31C

Leather USB with key holder

Thulite* M19-31D
Magniʩer glass shape metal USB

*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.
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CrystoTwist* M19-32A
Crystal USB sewiel type with key holder

Bluez* M19-32B

Lazulite* M19-32C

Infused Crystal ABS USB

Leather keychain USB

Slide* M19-32D
Slider USB
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in a metal housing
*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.

USB FLASH DRIVES

Twister* M19-33A
Sweil type colourful USBs

Zuri* M19-33B
Sweil type colourful USBsOTG USB available for
andrid or type C connections

Hitch* M19-33C
Push on USB that can be easily clipped on to any key holder or your bag

*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.
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Wallet Stick* M19-34A
Classy slim metal USB

Ebo* M19-34B
Transparent acrylic card shaped USB. Full colour
branding can be done on these

Romero* M19-34C
Metal slide in USB with leather attachments
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*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.

USB FLASH DRIVES

Barr* M19-35A

Push in lightup USBs available in different colours

Ruby* M19-35B

Soft PVC flash drives

Gyro* M19-35C
Twist on Gyro USB that lights up when plugged in

*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.
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Tove* M19-36A
PVC USBs available in different colours to match
your corporate identity.

Cacy* M19-36B
Crafted leather USB

EvaStrap* M19-36C
Strap on USB in different colours
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*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.

USB FLASH DRIVES

Lamar* M19-37A

Isa* M19-37B

ABS secured pushon USB

Slide in USB in metal

Light Up USB* M19-37C
Light up USBs with different colours of the
ring to match your corporate identity

Imlat* M19-37D
Plug in light up USB in different
colours. can do laser or full colour UV
on these

*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.
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Shell M19-38A
Shell 2in1 usb metal pen with 8GB capacity. The logo engraved
shows up as mirror chrome ʩnish. Comes with blue ink

Ella M19-38B
Simple secured USB pen. The cap of the pen is
moulded in a way that can keep your mobile
standing on your desk for better viewing
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*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.

USB FLASH DRIVES

Cyber M19-39A
Cyber Roller Pen simplicity reʪecting the classic touch.
Anodized aluminium body with 0.5mm steel German
roller reʩl. Capacity 8GB. Colours: Red, Blue, Silver,
Black. Red Dot Award Winner

Curlz M19-39B
Curlz 2in1 metal USB pen with 8GB
capacity. The logo engraved on the clip
shows up as mirror chrome ʩnish

*All the above USBs can be supplied from 4gb to 64gb.
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QiPlus M19-40A
QiPlus 3 in 1 universal adaptor 6700mah External Battery Pack with Wall Charger (multi adaptors) and Qi
Wireless Charging Pad for Qi enabled devices. QiPlus International Travel adaptor comes with multi adaptor
suitable to be used in 140 countries. The digital LED Power Indicator displayes the exact status of the lithum
polymer battery. Input voltage: DC 5V/2A, Output voltage: 5.1V/2.1A, Input port: Power Adaptor, Type- C,
Output port: 2*USB, Type-C. QiPlus 3-in-1 USB Universal adapter 6700mah power bank comes with 2 USB
Port 5w Wired - Super Charger Light press the power switch to turn on the machine, put your phone on the
centre of "QI" charging mark Dimension:80x80x29mm, Weight:240g
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Tempo M19-41A
Tempo the Wireless Bluetooth Speaker with prime function as mobile holder and wireless charger. Tempo has a silicone pad
while charger is made of acrylic for logo printing. Up to 10m operating distance, 4.1 bluetooth standard, 3W rated output
power, 5V/2A wireless input, 5W wireless output and with app. Weight of 132gm

iLO Dock M19-41B
A 3 in 1 Switchable Adaptor features Type C, Lighting and
Micro USB with an additional USB port for charging your phone
with your own cable. It comes with a light up acrylic plate that
glows on while charging and off when completed. Gives a light
up effect when engraved with your company name and logo
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Lapis M19-42A
Innovative Window Solar Charger with Smart Lighting. 6000mAh Dual
USB power bank can be stuck on window of your ofʩce, home or the
car for all day green solar power. Built-in 200Lux LED light with SOS/
Caution mode. Innovatively it could put on room wall for smart lighting,
due to it’s PIR sensor
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Super Charge M19-43A
A 10,000 mAh power bank. Casing is made of ABS Rubber and metal. Micro and Type C input DC 5V/2A with 2 output DC
5V/1A/2.1A. The lithium polymer battery has got a life cycle of more than 500 times. Dimension: 12.9*6.5*1.3 cm

Vibhor M19-43B
Vibhor is a 10000mAh Power bank which lights up your logo while
charging your device. The unique Light-Up feature shows different
light color for different ranges of available power. Display your logo
in the mostcreative way with almost edge-to-edge printing possible
on the powerbank. Input : 5V/2A; Output : 5V/1A, 5V/2.1A. Max Print
Size: (Light-Up logo) 115 x 60 mm Product Size: 13.2 x 6.8 X 1.9 cm
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Slim Power M19-44A
A slim 9000mAh with dual USB output with
LED power indicator. The international advance
power management technology provides over
charging protection, over current protection,
short-circuit protection.

Liberty M19-44B
Wireless Powerbank 8000mAh capacity with 2in1
charging cable (Type C + Lightning) and micro usb as
well. Material is ABS rubber + metal.
Wireless charging distance is 5-8mm. Li-polymer
battery, Micro & Type C input DC 5V/2A and 2 output
DC 5V/1A/2.1A with LED lamp. Has a cyle life of more
than 500 times. It has an optional vertical suction cup
that you can attach on the powerbank.
Dimension: 12.89x6.51x1.27cm
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Fingaz
i
M19-45A
Fingaz is a wireless suction power bank with light effect. Available in
capacities 6000 mAh and 5000 mAh. The durable lithium polymer
batteries with following capabilities: Input: 5V/2A (Micro), Output: 5V/2A,
5V/2.4A(type C). Dimension: 130*66*12mm Material: ABS+ Rubber

Printable Area
90x55mm

Anta M19-45B
Heavy Duty Suction power bank with a capacity of 8000 mAh. The matt ʩnish with glossy trims power bank
comest with Li-Polymer Battery. Logo engraved gives a classy light up effect of the matt ʩnish Anta. input
voltage: 5V, input current: DC5V/ 1.5A output current: DC5V/ 2A, USB port: 2 usb port Size: 137*70*15mm
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Suction Light Up M19-46A
A lightup suction power bank with a capacity of 6000 mAh. this comes with
a ʪexible ring to hold the mobile and place it on table for better viewing.
Laser engraved logo gives a light up effect when in use

Wireless Skinny M19-46B
Wireless Skinny Powerbank comes with
5000mAh capacity. Rubber oil ʩnish, compact
slim design, high efʩciency IC, wireless charging
input and WIFI signal indicators. Grade A LiPolymer rechargeable battery, around 70%
charging efʩciency, 5W power, Input 5V/2A, USB
output 5V/2A and wireless output 5V/1A(5W).
Weight:138.7gms. Dimension:12.6x6.6x1.27cm
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LightUp Bang M19-47A
A 5000 mAh portable slim external power bank with Grade A Li-Polymer rechargeable battery with express charging. Over
charge protection 2in1 charging cable, with mini charging cable that can be encased at the back side. Dust proof silicon suction
pad makes it cling to the mobile and becomes a part of it. Logo light up with option of 5 different colours
Also available with wireless charging

Kipp M19-47B
A slim power bank with 5000 mAh Li-Polymer
rechargable battery. This comes with 2 in 1
cable. Size: 15.2X6.8X11 cm
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Colour Light UP M19-48A
Custom Light up logo (night-light) Slim / Fast Wireless Charger. Material
ABS, with rubberized surface. Input: 5V, 3A(Max.); 9V 2A(Max.); 12V 1.5A
(Max.) Output: 10W (Max.) Transimit distance: 5mm, Charging efʩciency:
80%. Customized LED color for the light up logo

Soft Touch M19-48B
Soft Touch Wireless charger. Qi certiʩed 7.5W transmitter coil for wireless charging. Intelligent
Chipset / thermal protection sensor and foreign detection circuit for safer operation. Comes
with built in 4700 mAh Li-polymer battery
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PowerMoulds M19-49A
A bespoke power bank with upgraded PCBA with 90% energyefʩciency, thermal protection. A shortcut to ʩgure out your
ideas. Can mould a 2D/3D shape as per your requirements.
Battery used Li-ion 18650 with capacity of 2200 mAh / 2600
mAh. MOQ 500 pcs

Scan Below QR
code to watch
product video

Chota Bheem M19-49B
Chota Bheem is a techie gadget with an emergency 750 mAh powerbank to
give some extra juice to your phone to make that one important call or take
some extra photos. It also has an integrated 2 in 1 micro USB + Lightning cable
capable of charging most phones. The integrated cable can also be used to
charge your mobile phone or for data transfer. It also has the possibility of
giving a Light-Up effect to your brand on engraving thus giving optimal brand
exposure. Product Size: 5 x 5 x 1.5 cm
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Pekin M19-50A
4.2 bluetooth speaker in ABS with fabric detailing on the front. Includes an alarm clock with LED light indication. Easy
connection with any bluetooth enabled devices. Built-in rechargeable lithium 1200 mAh battery included. Operating range:
10 m. Output data: 3W and 4 Ohm. Includes 1 micro USB charging cable. Dimensions: 10,5X10,5X3,5 cm
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SaReGaMa M19-51A
SaReGaMa a 2x3W Bluetooth Speaker, that you can rotate and turn around
the left and right speakers to change its shape. Bluetooth version 4.2+
SaReGaMa wireless speaker that works with tablets, smartphones and
computers. Can also support TF card, line in playing and hand free phone
call. With 800 mAh lithium ion polymer battery, Operation range is up to
10 meters. Charging time up to 3 hours while playtime is up to 5 hours.
The maximum logo size is 2.5x2.0cm - laser or pad print on the body. With
white paper box packaging. Dimension: 15.5x5.9x4.2cm
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Linen Club M19-52A
Linen Club Bluetooth wireless stereo speaker with built-in ampliʩer, provides crystal and clear sound
performance. supports for use with iPhone, iPad, Samsung, Android device and other Bluetooth enabled
devices. 400mAh rechargeable lithium-ion battery enables you take your music anywhere for hours of
playing. Accessories includes: USB charging cable. Dimension: 18.4x4.4x10.4cm
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Tank M19-53A
The Funblue Tank Box Bluetooth Speaker offers IPX6 water-resistant function, which means it’s safe to use where splashing
may occur--in the bath or shower, at the beach, near the pool, on a boat, or washing dishes in the kitchen. Daily water doesn’t
have to keep you from enjoying all your favorite tunes. Mini size and portable design, it can be taken wherever you go and let
you enjoy music whenever you want. High ʩdelity sound: clear voice capture distinct mids and highs from the two precision
acoustic drivers deliver excellent stereo sound and enhanced bass from the proprietary passive bass radiator design
Wireless Bluetooth: Bluetooth CSR V4.1 technology allows you to enjoy music from most Bluetooth-enabled devices such as
Apple mobile devices, Android, Blackberry, tablets, or laptops. Micro SD card/TF card slot permits to play all your MP3 music
Best outdoor and shower speaker: IPX6 waterproof Bluetooth speaker for the beach, poolside, shower and other wet
environments. No more worrying about rain or spills, you can even clean it with running tap water. Just don’t submerge it
Camping outdoor speaker: convenient rubber belt for hanging the speaker on your backpack, bicycle, clothes, etc. Easy to carry
with its portable size Battery life and speaker: with one full charge your speaker can last for up to 12 hours of music play time
or talk time. Use the built-in microphone and voice prompts to answer phone calls or to use the Siri function

Divenamic Speaker M19-53B
Water resistant bluetooth speaker with ʪexible mount. Ultra
Portable speaker for any adventures. This has built in microphone
and its unique tail mount is designed to be completely universal
in any situation. Battery: 250 mAh, Li-Pol, Working Time: 3+ hours,
Charging time -1 hour, built in charging cable
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Levitating Speaker M19-54A
Created by world class industrial designers and audio engineers, this levitating Bluetooth speaker is out of this world! As the
speaker orb hovers and rotates over the base, you and your friends will watch in amazement.
Designed to intensify 3D sound, the built-in sound guide cone lets you enjoy surround stereo from any room in your home.
The unit operates with the NFC function on your smartphone or tablet, providing up to 10 meters’ wireless communication.
You can use it with any music software and the lithium battery supports up to 10 hours of playing time. Measuring 5.9 inches
in diameter and 2 pounds in weight, this unit is very portable and ʩts virtually anywhere. Just sit back and enjoy!

Rapper M19-54B
4 Ohm fantastic design LED Bluetooth enabled
portable speaker. 600mAh Built in lithium battery
5V. Perfectly designed to give the maximum output
and prominent display of the company name and
logo on your desk. Dimension: 90*90*56 mm
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Musihold M19-55A
Wireless speaker with 3W power and a phone stand to conveniently hold the
phone. Because of its clever design the music will be played in all directions.
Aluminium body and metal grill, the bottom of the speaker has rubber strips
for improved sound quality and grip. Playing time up to 3 hours on one single
charge and connection distance up to 10 meters. Includes micro cable to charge
the speaker. Compatible with all mobile phones. Product Size : ø4.1 x 4.5 cm

Acoustic

M19-55B

Aluminium housing Portable bluetooth speaker,
handsfree speakerphone. Upto 10m transmission
distance. Built in recharageable battery, Output Power
3W, Acoustic sound, rich bass. 1 hour recharge, playtime
upto 4hours
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Mantilla M19-56A
White Color Wireless Charger with big imprint area for logo. Dismountable,
easy for printing and assembling after printed. Height adjustable, can match
different size phones and charging from different positions. Air vent design
from back side, as a heat dissipation. Five positions can be selected to match
your phone by pushing the button on back side and support to place the phone
in two ways. Input: 5V /2.0A. QI Standard wireless output: 5V/1A 5W. Available
in round and square shape. Dimension: 105x90x10 6.3mm. Certiʩcations: >CE
Cert >FCC Cert & Report >ROHS Cert & Report

Buzzer M19-56B
5W Round Leather Wireless Charger. Safety feature: it stops
charging with a buzzer when fully charged. Size Dia: 10cm,
Height 1.0cm, Weight 80g, Input: 5V, Max. 2A, Output: 5V, Max.
1, Transimit D3:O594 5mm, Charging efʩciency: 80%
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Fast Track M19-57A
Fast charge your mobile devices without connecting a cable. Just place your mobile phone on the charger and
wait for the charging notiʩcation to appear. The charging desk stand allows you to decorate your own logo
on the pad. Once connected it will Light-Up for optimal exposure. Compatible with all QI enabled devices like
Android latest generation, iPhone 8, 8S and X. The charging desk stand has 2 coils thus making it possible to
charge your phone when kept either horizontally or vertically. Input Type C: 5V/2A. Wireless Output: 10 Watt.
Product Size : 8.5 X 7.5 x 10.1 cm, Max Print Size: (LED Light-Up Logo) 40 x 10 mm

Vertex M19-57B
A table top phone stand / wireless charger. Place your phone
vertically or horizontantally on the stand to watch your
favourite sport or movie and charge simultaneously
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Click M19-58A
The most iconic Cross silhouette now comes with a quick, retractable click. The Cross Click offers the same
smooth lines and slender grip as the Classic Century®, without the twist. Instead, just click to express
yourself. A modern design update to a classic icon Easy-to-use click mechanism with Smooth Gel formula
ʪows freely like a fountain pen is the ʩrst of its kind by Cross Stylish colors combined with our best-selling
ʩnishes Lifetime Mechanical Guarantee Packaged in a premium gift box
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Tech2 M19-59A

Classic Century M19-59B

Dual-personality pen that Loves paper and mobile
touchscreens. A smoother glide and increased
accuracy will make bringing ideas to life feel effortless,
whether on paper or your mobile screen. Specially
formulated Cross ink ʪows ʪawlessly for a superior
writing experience. Trim, classic design featuring a
ballpoint pen and a narrow 6mm precision stylus.
Lifetime mechanical guarantee. Premium Gift Box

Does form follow function? Or does function drive form?
Whatever your point of view, Classic Century delivers. Generations
later passionate fans remain loyal to the iconic silhouette, while
trendsetters appreciate its authenticity. An icon of American
design and innovation. The choice of movers, shakers and ground
breakers since 1946. A winning combination with 23 Karat goldplated appointments Subtle incised line pattern About the Tip
Patented twist-action propel/repel feature, medium ballpoint;
comes with specially formulated ink that ʪows ʪawlessly for a
superior writing experience
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King Zog M19-60A
Twist mechanism brass ball pen with mother
of pearl design cap

Viceroy M19-60B
A Bernard Florentin textured metal
ball pen with lock in twist action. This
comes with luxury stylus and gun
metal trims in a presentable gift box
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Elizabeth M19-61A
Twist mechanism metal ball pen with extendable
clip enabling to slide into your jacket or shirt easily.

Bennet M19-61B
Black resin metal body with rose gold trims.
A twist mechanism metal ball pen
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Chalk Metal M19-62A
Water base lacquer coated metal body smooth pen. Molded from an equal blend of high quality metal and plastic granules.
Traingular grip for the perfect writing balance easy push button mechanism
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Chalk M19-63A
The push action chalk ball pen are authentically made in Switzerland with the most advanced injection and assembly
technologies. 2500 meters of free ʪowing writing. Non-smudging tip and a super smooth click mechanism
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Brave M19-64A
Water base lacquer coated metal body smooth
pen. Molded from an equal blend of high quality
metal and plastic granules. Traingular grip for
the perfect writing balance easy push button
mechanism

Chalk Torsion M19-64B
The bow pen creating a combination of
beauty, technology and dynamic lines.
Pen Torison has a traingular shape that
gives ergonomically comfortable grip for
effortless writing
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Wisdom M19-65A
Wisdom roller pen. A decent barrel shape guarantees
to meet all requirements for business affairs. Available
in different ʩnishes in various colours. Germen Roller
Reʩl 0.5mm black ink

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

viii)
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Meisterstück M19-66A
The Meisterstück Red Gold LeGrand is shaped from deep
black precious resin, forming the body and cap of this
elegant ballpoint pen, which has become a true luxury
icon far beyond writing culture. Gleaming red goldcoated ʩttings and the white star emblem complement
the reʩned aesthetics. Can also be supplied in PlatinumCoated ʩnish
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Pix M19-67A
Inspired by the Bauhaus architecture movement
and named after the historical PIX trademark, this
writing instrument offers a puristic design and a high
simplicity of use. Black precious resin cap and barrel
with elegant platinum-coated details. Available in
Black, Blue and Grey Colours

Urban Spirit M19-67B
Capturing the spirit of fast-paced, dynamic life in the big
g city, the
StarWalker Urban Spirit Collection expresses contemporary
rary style
with modern shapes and functional elegance. Inspired by design
details of the Montblanc Urban Spirit leather collection, this new
edition of writing instruments introduces the sophistication
cation of
platinum-coated ʩttings to the StarWalker Collection. With the
same polished platinum-coating as on the cone and the forepart,
the clip is additionally adorned with a matte, unpolished
ed stripe
down its middle to provide an elegant contrast. Offset
et by the
black Montblanc lettering around the cap-top, it’s details
etails like
these that characterize the Star Walker Urban Spirit Collection’s
ollection’s
modern-day aesthetics
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Defi Clear M19-68A
The highest-performing and most precise
pen of its generation. Designed as a truly
sophisticated object, like a ʩghter jet, its
dynamic, vigorous and elegant design makes it
both contemporary and masculine at the same
time. Its innovative and unique construction
combines a high precision injected metal
frame, ʩnished in palladium, and a carbon
ʩbre body. Never before has a pen provided
you with such an intense and rapid gliding
sensation. The Déʩ pen will delight you with
its clear, precise and ʪuid writing
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Defi M19-69A
The Déʩ’s innovative ʩnish and sophisticated build mark a new
evolution in S.T. Dupont writing instrument design. Engineered for
speed and precision, its injected metal frame, lightweight palladium
and ʪuid ink ʪow technology ensure a high performance writing
experience

Defi Leather M19-69B
Perforated leather and palladium ʩnish ballpoint pen - A brand-new addition to the Déʩ range of writing instruments,
featuring a new technical innovation, an outer shell of precision-perforated full-grain calfskin. Ergonomic design and
stylish aesthetics create an ideal complement for a contemporary lifestyle
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Luxy Set M19-70A
A Set of matt chrome grey metal pens with good and
elegant hard paper box with size: 14x1.25cm. There
is an additional bottom layer for your item of choice
(optional). Ink: Blue Parker

Peak M19-70B
A black resin gift set with chrome trims that comprises of
a metal ballpen and a roller pen in a gift box packing with
magnetic ʪip closure
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Marksman M19-71A
A shiny Chrome Marksman Pen set comprising of two roller
pens in a gift box packing

Saisha Gold M19-71B
An elegant pen set in gun metal with diamond cut textured body and rose gold trims. The set comprises
of a ball pen and a roller pen in a presentable gift box.
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Balmain M19-72A
A shiny sterling silver ʩnish pen set comprising of a ball
pen and a roller pen in a presentable gift box packing

Edgar M19-72B
A textured pen set comprising of a textured metal ball
pen and a textured roller pen in gift box
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Ankles M19-73A
A matt ʩnish pen set comprising of ball pen and a roller pen
that comes with glossy trims presented in a gift box

Saisha Chrome M19-73B
An elegant pen set in chrome ʩnish with diamond cut textured body. The set comprises of a ball pen
and a roller pen in a presentable gift box
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Oron M19-74A
Oron pen set with ballpen and a mechanical
pencil is known by its quality and elegance.
Comes with 1200m writing reʩll with German
ink and pencil with 3 leads of 0,7mm. Packed
in Swiss Peak giftbox

Bodhi M19-74B
A sleek gift set comprising of aluminium
body ball pen and a mechanical 0.5mm
pencil. Cased in a matching gift box
packing
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Verto M19-75A
A pen set in a presentable sliding
gift box comprising of a ball pen
and a roller pen. The solid clip with
sprint function gives an easy access
to your pockets

Read N Write M19-75B
Metal ball pen with built in light. Previliged to read and write
even in dark. Come with a rubberised touch tip cased in a gift
box packing
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Zoe M19-76A
A matt ʩnish grey metal ball pen
with push mechanism

Yuko M19-76B
A matt ʩnish metal ball pen with twist mechanism. The
carbon design gives a chic look

Tegan M19-76C
Brushed metal body ball pen with
matt rubberised grip

Luther M19-76D
Black resin cap with laser etched
body metal ball pen

Emory M19-76E
Laser etched metal body twist mechanism ball pen

Sparta M19-76F
Gun Metal laser etched twist mechanism metal ball
pen with rose gold trims

Method M19-76G
Twist mechanism metal ball pen. Available in gun
metal, Engraved logo shows up as brass ʩnish

Vedha M19-76H
Contemprary twist mechanism metal ball pen
with laser etched body and black resin black cap
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Spirit M19-77A
Spirit contemporary style metal ball pen. The sophistication
of polished gun metal-coated ʩttings on the cone and the
forepart with polished stripe on the body

Pewan M19-77B
Metal ball pen glossy chrome ʩnish
with shiny gold trims

Marques

M19-77C

An elegant metal ball pen with twist action. The tapering
mould makes user friendly and smooth writing

Bach M19-77D
Bamboo ball pen with metal clip and rubber ʩnish
grip. Supplied with gift cardboard pouch

Kenzo M19-77E
Now black, the most enigmatic color, has become
even darker and more mysterious with the Kenzo
Ultra Black. The collection depicts the endless
depth of the special coated color The contempary
twist mechanism metal ball pen

Fain M19-77F
Metal ball pen with textured body. Smooth twist
mechanism and textured body gives a nice grip for
smooth writing

Naira M19-77G
Push action metal ball pen with black parts.
Gives a chrome mirror effect once engraved
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ClickClack M19-78B
Aluminium Ballpen, metallic lacquered body with push action clip
mechanism. Comes plastic parker reʩll

Kyle M19-78C
Push action aluminum ballpen Loaded with blue parker ink

Edge M19-78A
Ball pen. Aluminium.
ø10 x 147 mm

Addy M19-78D
Matt brush ʩnish push
button action aluminium
ball pen with metal parker
reʩl and rose gold trims.
Engraving of logo gives
shiny rosegold effect
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Mei M19-79A
Matt ʩnish push action aluminum
ball pen with stylus

Mama Goto M19-79B
Multi-funtional twist ball pen made from aluminum
material in which can also be used as Touch Pen, Ruler,
Screen Cleaner, Phone Holder and as a Screwdriver. Blue
ink. Dimension: 15.5cm length

Mici M19-79C
Stainless and ABS pen with rubberized coating, chrome clip and plating
under. Blue ink. Dimension: 14.7cm length
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Brian M19-80A
Contemporary ball pen with
metal body and style. Comes
in 3 gorgeous colours

Laka M19-80B
Aluminium ball pen with tapered cap giving
more room for printing.

Neo M19-80C
Aluminium ballpoint with twist mechanism.
Touch tip in silicone. Lacquered body
with matt/shiny ʩnish. Metallic reʩll. Black
Dokumental® ink
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Kiwu M19-81A
ABS ballpoint with shiny ʩnish and lacquered top with metallic
ʩnish. X20 reʩll. Blue ink

Kyle M19-81B
Slim metal ball pen, available in white and
black colours

Polygon M19-81C
A push action traingural barrel aluminum ball pen
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Hikari M19-82A
Push action ball pen with light
up logo plus stylus
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Happy Pen M19-82B

Nikkieso M19-82C

Push action ball pen with spinner on the barrel, yellow platic
body and shiny chrome trims

Push pen characterized by 3D geomatric
design. Ample of space for branding on
the clip and jumbo parker reʩll. Blue ink.
Dimension: 13.8cm length

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Tiled M19-83A
ABS ball pens with geometric design

Soxa M19-83B

Nimmi M19-83C

Stylus twist pen with mobile holder and phone plug made of
ABS. Reʩll not changeable. Blue ink. Dimension: 8.3cm length

Diamond cut shape push action plastic pens
available in 6 different colours
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Firehead Set M19-84A
The S.T. Dupont “Fire Head’’ Set Comprises of a
Black Chinese Lacquer Elysee Ballpoint Pen and the
matching Fire Head design men’s wallet with 6 credit
card slots. Features leather embossed new pattern
RFID protection technology integrated in the lining
of the vents to protect personal data contained from
any risk of wireless identity theft. Can also be supplied
in black or lucarent blue color with matching Elysee
Roller Pen

GIFT SETS

Mont Blanc Gift Set M19-85A
A high end gift set that comprises of a 6c Mont Blanc
wallet and a midnight starwalker ball point pen with
twist mechanism
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Eleganto M19-86A
A high end Bernard Florentin Gift Set cased in a elegant mahogany
wood lacquer ʩnish gift box comprises of a Men’s watch, a genuine
leather men’s wallet and a twist mechanism metal ball pen.
Can choose the colour of the watch from the options given
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Xooper Set M19-87A
An executive gift set comprising of a genuine leather men’s wallet, high quality luxury metal ball pen in black matt
and gun metal ʩnish, and a suction light up power bank with capacity of 7500 mAh. gift box size: 25 x 20.5 x 6 cm
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Belle M19-88A
5pcs gift set in an elegant gift box comprising of a suede ʩnish
8.5” organizer (with 2019 reʩl), a metal key holder, a twist action
metal ball pen, an aluminum luggage tag and a phone mate - the
travel sim card holder
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Monita M19-89A
Stylish Carbon Fibre Gift set comprising of a pair of cufʪinks, a pen set, a matching
USB Key holder and a genuine leather men’s wallet in PU Leather gift box packing
size: 26 x 20.5 x 4.5 cm

Vermilion M19-89B
Tan Leather Gift Set comprising of a genuine leather card holder,
metal/leather ball pen, a pair of stylish cufʪinks and a matching key
holder in a presentable gift box packing. size: 26*20*6 cm
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Kacee M19-90A
3 pcs. gift set comprising of a travel wallet with built in 4000 mAh power bank, a twist action metal ball pen
and a slide in leather key holder. Comes in a gift box

Waff M19-90B
Waff Gift Set comprising of a genuine leather
men’s wallet with a carbon ʩbre luxury metal ball
pen, a matching pair of cufʪinks and keychain in
presntable leather gift box packing. Box size: 26
x 20.5 x 4.5 cm
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Aired M19-91A
A wireless travel gift set comprising of a high quality RFID protection
zippered travel wallet, a wireless speaker with built in wireless charging
feature and mobile stand, a stylus ball pen with mobile screen cleaner
on the clip and a universal travel adaptor with dual USB charging in a
gift box packing

Vino M19-91B
A trendy colour gift set that comprises of a PU organizer, a
matching power bank with a capacity of 6000 mAh and a
matching key holder in a presentable gift box packing
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Power Rover M19-92A
Perfect Travel Gift Set comprising of a zippered PU travel
wallet, a digital weighing scale (capacity: 50Kg), an EU
standard 1100 mA travel adaptor, a 5000 mAh power bank
with lithium polymer battery and dual USB charging and
a slim phone mate. (With slots to hold sim card, memory
card, a slide in pin to remove the sm card and can be used
as a phone stand)

Zora M19-92B
An eleganto powered set comprising of an A6 size ruled
notebook, a 4in1 Laser pen, 16GB USB Flash drive, a
foldable mobile / iPad stand and a 6500 mAh power
bank in a gift box packing
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Matteo M19-93A
An elegant gift set comprising of a suction wireless power bank
with a capacity of 5000 mah, a 16GB Clip on USB key holder and
a gun metal twist mechanism ball pen in a gift box packing

Yataii M19-93B
Yataii Functional Gift Set comprising of an A5 Size PU notebook, a matching card / money
holder and clip on double ring key holder. Yataii comes in a gift box packing. Available in
black and blue colour
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Valda M19-94A
A Light Up Gift set comprising of a 5000 mAh power
bank and a 16GB USB. Both products can be engraved
and the logo lights up when in use

LightUp Geo’s M19-94B
An executive gift set comprising for 2.4G Geo
Mouse with light up geometric design and a
matching light up power bank with a capacity off
4000 mAh Type A Li-Polymer battery. Available in
charcoal black and silver colour
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Florin M19-95A
A stylish and an elegant gift set comprising of a ethenic rose
gold matching unisex watch, a metal ball pen and a genuine
leather men’s wallet

Shou Sugi M19-95B
A carbon ʩnish high end wooden gift set comprising
of a twist action ball pen, a letter opener and a
magnifying glass
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Swetlana M19-96A
As the name Swetlana is a vibrant gift
set that comprises of a A5 size ruled
notebook with matching metal ball
pen in a gift box packing

Florentin M19-96B
Executive Gift Set comprising of a 8.5” Organizer and a
matching twist action metal ball pen in a presentable
gift box packing. Available in an elegant beige and
black colour
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Linen Memory Set M19-97A
2 pcs. gift set comprising of a 96 sheet 80 gsm lined cream paper notebook with
linen cover that has a magnetic enclosure and built in USB with 16GB Capacity.
The matching metal ball pen makes a perfect set. Available in charcoal black,
denim blue and the executive grey combination.

Pink October Set M19-97B
A gift set to support the breast cancer
awareness. The set consists of a pink tie, a
matching ball pen and pair of cufʪinks
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Bespoke Set M19-98A
Custom made gift set. Logo or products can be moulded and
can be customed into a set of a power bank, a usb and multi
charging cable
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Aria M19-99A
Gift set comprising of arabic theme metal
key holder, a miswak (a traditional tooth
brush) or a 4in1 laser pen and classy metal
bookmark (apt for engraving your logo) with
satin dangler. Options of three key holders
available for you to choose

Cabore M19-99B
Carbon Fiber Finish High Quality gift set consists
of metal ball pen and 8GB metal USB key holder
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Toits M19-100A
A personalized gift set comprising of a genuine leather men’s wallet, genuine leather business card holder and a black
lacquered metal ballpen in a presentable gift box packing. Can be supplied with a genuine leather belt or a silk /
polyester tie in assortments. Size: 33x22x6 cm

Marblo M19-100B
Marblo gift set comprising of a marble ʩnish metal
ball pen, a matching pair of cufʪinks, a tie bar and a
matching tie
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ChargeUp M19-101A
A heavy duty 8400 mAh power bank with multi charging cable and a phone mate/sim card
holder in a presentable/useful zippered pouch

LIGHTUP
LOGO

Tactical set M19-101B
A heavy duty tactical torch with built in 2600 mAh power bank, a twist torch, SOS light, wind shield breaker, seat belt cutter
and magnet to stick on on any metal surface. The torch can be charged with the car cigrette lighter slot or with the AC charger.
Comes with multi charging light cable in a zippered pouch
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Ballano M19-102A
An italian veg tan leather gift set comprising of a slim trifold unisex
wallet and a matching key holder in a gift box

Tagore M19-102B
An italian veg tan leather gift set comprising of a slim trifold unisex
wallet and a matching key holder in a gift box
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His & Her M19-103A
His and her genuine leather gift set. Crafted
manually with cow softy grained leather and packed
in an elegant gift box packing

Hester M19-103B
A 2pcs Bernard Florentin executive gift set. Hester is comprised of a genuine leather men’s wallet and matching pen.
This is available in tan and black colours. Box size: 28 x 11 x 3.5 cm
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Coppia M19-104A
An italian leather gift set comprising of a
ladies clutch (with ample of slots for card
and currency) and a 6C men’s wallet in a gift
box packing

Cabret M19-104B
An Italian leather card holder and a metal ball pen
in a gift box packing
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Mars M19-105A
High end A5 Size 120 sheet notebook with 80 gsm
wood free off white ruled pages and a matching metal
ball pen in a gift box packing

Sandy M19-105B
Sandy is premium quality PU Notebook with metal
rim/magnetic enclosure that comes in a gift box
packing with a matching twist action metal / leather
ball pen
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Bennie M19-106A

(v)
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The streamlined proʩle of robust full-grain leather gift set with
a metal twist action ball pen and a formal men’s tie. The 6 Card
men’s wallet with 2 bill comartment and the matching business
card holder (can hold upto 15-20 cards) ensures it will slip
neatly into your coat pocket. The discreet designer set can be
a mark of your brand. Size: 33x22x6cm

GIFT SETS

Hoofer M19-107A
An economical gift set comprising of a recycled notebook, sticky notes,
colourful stickon ʪags and a matching push action swiss ball pen in a gift
box. Available in black, red and blue colours

Celeste M19-107B

Alunno M19-107C

A suede ʩnish ruled notebook with slot to slide in the
pen at the spine. Comes in a gift box packing with a
matching ball pen

An A5 Size Utility Notebook with cream ruled
pages. Slot hod a mobile phone and comes with a
metal twist action ball pen in a gift box
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ANTI-SLIP
FEET

HEAT
DISSIPATION
DESIGN

Cornwall M19-108A
Cornwall is a unique wireless charger that can be used on the desk or can be mounted to the wall. It
has a fast wireless charging output of 10 Watts. The adjustable side holders allow for different sizes of
phones to be accommodated. Air holes in the side keep the charger cool while charging. Rubber strips
ensure stability. Compatible with all QI enabled devices like Android latest generation, iPhone 8, 8S and
X. Product Size : 15.2 x 10.2 x 2.3cm

SECURED
ON WALL

FEMININE GIFTS

Erma M19-109A
An executive ladies gift set comprising of a
genuine leather trifold ladies wallet and a
matching metal ball pen with rose gold trims.

Terra M19-109B
A 96 Sheet Trifold organizer comprising of a 96 sheet 80 gsm ruled spiral
notebook. The vibrant colour combinations and trifold enclosure, slots to
hold business cards and pen makes highly practical
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Spirit M19-110A
Whether you prefer a substantial wallet or an on-the-go coin
purse, keeping your currency in order doesn’t have to be a
drag. The best ones out there aren’t just a wagon for your credit
cards and cash – they’re also super-stylish and a great way to
inject a little personality into everyday essentials. A full grained
leather trifold ladies wallet. Each piece is crafted manually by
trained craftsman. From high end to high street, the hassle of
the hunt with our pick of the best clutch out there. After all, time
is money... These can be crafted in black brown or tan colours

Freya M19-110B
Uncoated outwardly processed nubuck cowhide
leather ladies’s wallet. This rough-sanded smooth
leather has rugged yet smooth inner surface i.e.
suede. Crafted by specialsed craftsman. This simple
yet an elegant shape ladies’s wallet is Ideal for
business cards and for money

Luigano M19-110C
Luigano Italian Leather Collection. Beautiful Italian leather craftsmanship.
Push Button closure . Full leather interior. 8 credit card slots, 2 bill
compartments can also be used as a checkbook wallet. Slim & light clutch
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Chalmer M19-111B
Metal Key Chain sybolising a mosque,
moon and a prayer lamp

Cosmetic Bag

M19-111A

Microʩber and imitation leather cosmetic bag.
180 x 120 x 100 mm

Rouch M19-111C
A foldable bag hanger that
holds up to 4.5 kg.

Bloom M19-111D
A microʩbre foldable ladies bag with
contrast leatherett handles. Size:
12.3*7*3.5cms

Scarves M19-111E
Custom made scarves as per your corporate identity
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Glaze M18-112B
Isa M19-112A
12 pcs Manicure set in a wooden box packing.
Size: 12.3*7*3.5cm
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A professional manicure set that comprises of
a scissor, nail ʩle, nail clipper, tweezer, cuticle
pusher and a toe nail clipper in a compact gift
box Size: 12.5x10x3.5cm

Glide M19-112C

Sastre M19-112D

Manicure set in a zippered pouch. Made in Korea
Size: 12.3x7x3.5cm

Compact sewing kit with essential sewing
accessories in a plastic box

FEMININE GIFTS

Duo Mirror M19-113A

UV Soft M19-113B

Metallic ʩnished natural lip balm with mirror
in lid. SPF15

Natural lip balm in round holder in UV metallic
ʩnish. Dermatologically tested. SPF15

PinkHope M19-113C

PinkChain M19-113D

Lapel Pin to support Breast Cancer
Awareness

Metal Key Holder to support
Breast Cancer Awareness

UV Gloss M19-113E

Radiance M19-113F

Natural lip balm in UV metallic ʩnish. Dermatologically
tested. SPF15

Rounded double sided compact mirror in transparent
colours. Dimensions: Ø6,5X1,3 cm
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RFID Wallet M19-114A
RFID/NFC Blocking leather wallet. This product has credit /debit card or
driver license and other valued cards aluminum compartment preventing
you from electronic pickpocketing or RFID skimming. Despite the size, it also
has money bill slots inside and outside. With white paper box packaging.
Dimension: 9.5x6x1.3cm (folded).

MEN S ACCESSORIES

Holder M19-115A
Fusion of PU and aluminium stylist
business card holders

AluCard M19-115B
RFID Blocking technology with aluminum wallet
compartment. This product has credit /debit
card or driver license and other valued cards
aluminum compartment preventing you from
electronic pickpocketing or RFID skimming.
Dimension: 9.6x5.8x1cm
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Power Cardz M19-116A
A chic look aluminimum business card holder RIFD Proof
with built in 2000 mAh power bank
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Amigo M19-116B

Chiave M19-116C

Grained leather business card holder with vertical
opening for easy access

Genunine leather zippered key holder with card slot

MEN S ACCESSORIES

Serranto M19-117A

Brunello M19-117B

An Italian leather card holder Slots for cards
and to hold money

Italian leather business card holder with a detachable extra
ʪap. Can be crafted in black, brown or tan colours

Pelato M19-117C

Libretas M19-117D

Leatherette Business Card holder with RFID Blocking. Comes
with a metal plate from branding

Double sided slim genuine leather
card holder
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Trucial M19-118A

Trudy M19-118B

A bespoke high-end crystal base table top
business card holder with Dubai skyline made
of hard resin and gold plated. MOQ 200pcs

A slim table top business card holder / phone holder

Linus M19-118C

Toshak M19-118D

A tabletop aluminum business card holder.
Holds 20-25 cards

Toshak is a Muliticard case with phone stand. This card
case sticks to the back of your phone. It is designed
to block RFID readers from electronic pickpocketing.
Product Size : 11 X 6.2 X 0.8cm

MEN S ACCESSORIES

Broon M19-119A
Business card holder made of metal with
PU covering and contrast stitches

Papyri M19-119B
Leatherette business card holder. Available in 2 colours.
*Holds 15-20 business cards depending upon the thickness
of the card

Silz M19-119C

Bizz M19-119D

A sleek buiness card holder in shiny chrome

A sleek buiness card holder in gold

Agam M19-119E
Business card holder with dual
magnetic opening

Jules M19-119F
A leatherette business card holder with
metal plate for engraving
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Nero ’d’ Avola M19-120A
Uncoated outwardly processed nubuck cowhide leather men’s wallet. This rough-sanded smooth
leather has rugged yet smooth inner surface i.e. suede. Crafted by specialsed craftsmen. This
Italian shape men’s wallet is Ideal for 6 business cards and two slots for money

Erlantz

M19-120B

Double Bill Fold genuine
leather men’s wallet
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Albana

M19-120C

Single fold grained leather
men’s wallet

MEN S ACCESSORIES

Resolute M19-121A

Double bill fold genuine italian leather men’s
wallet from Bernard Florentin

Veneto M19-121B
Leatherette Men’s Wallet with RFID Blocking. Can hold 8 cards and two slots for keeping currency.
Comes with a metal plate from branding
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Lazio M19-122A
Naturally dried mill leather men’s wallet. Can be crafted in black,
brown and tan colours

Piemonte M19-122B
Leatherette Men’s Wallet with coin compartment and RFID Blocking. Can hold upto 4 cards
and slots for keeping the currency. Comes with a metal plate for branding.

Le Marche M19-122C
Italian leather men’s wallet with detachable extra
ʪap for cards and money
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Arctic M19-123A
Dual pocket toiletry bag

Kevin M19-123B
Cosmetic bag. 300D high density. With handle and front pocket.
Lined interior. 220 x 115 x 115 mm
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Logo Ties M19-124A

Fashion Ties M19-124B

Custom made ties can be crafted as per
your corporate identitiy and logos

Huge variety of fashion ties in silk and polyester to
choose from that are readily available in stock

Satin Plain M19-124C
Huge collection of plain ties. Company
name and logo can be printed on these
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Revoke M19-125A

Tie Bar M19-125B

Initial M19-125C

Glossy ʩnished rectangle shaped
cufʪink set comes in a gift box
packing. Logo/Initial can be
engraved

Plain metal tie bars. Company name
and logo can be engraved / printed
on these

Chrome ʩnished round shaped cufʪink
set that comes in a gift box packing.
Logo/Initial can be engraved

Ovals M19-125D

Town Square M19-125E Golden Globes M19-125F

Brush ʩnished oval shaped cufʪink
with rose gold trims set, comes in a
gift box packing

Brush ʩnish square shaped cufʪink set,
comes in a gift box packing

Brush ʩnished round cufʪink with gold
trims set, comes in a gift box packing

Customs M19-125G
Bespoke cufʪinks set comes in a gift box packing. Can be customised as per
your requirements. Logos and corporate colours. MOQ: 250 pairs
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Spectrum M19-126A
Wireless Charging Mousepad. Connect the mousepad to your computer/laptop to access the wireless
charging. Slot to hold your phone/tablet and pens. Dimension: 24.5*26.5*5cm
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Grigio M19-127A
An eco friendly cork material desktop tray with built in wireless charger. Grigio can
charge all the Qi enabled mobile phones. Has slots to keep your things organized on
your desk. Comes with a slot to keep your phone in a vertical position or can also be
used as business card holder. Dimension: 16.8*32*2.35cm

Office Truck M19-127B
27B
Polished chrome plated, friction
on motor truck
paperweight. Turn able axle, pen and business card
holder, magnet for paper clips and more. Load
up and put the pedel to metal! The ofʩce Trucker
Trucke
er
delivers! Mobility and speed are yours when yyou
ou
drive the Ofʩce Truck on your desk
sk
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Eclipse M19-128A
This beautiful clock evokes images of a planetary eclipse..one
sphere overlapping another. Rosewood with piano wood (high
gloss) ʩnished case High-end ʩnish and appointments. A stunning
timepiece that will ʩt with any decor. Main dial with Roman
numerals show hours and minutes and smaller dial with second
hand. Uses one AA battery, included. Perfect for mantle, desktop
or display shelf. Dimensions: 4-3/8’’ W x 5-3/8’’ H x 1-1/2’’ D

Grand M19-128C
A high-end desk top table clock with thermomemter
encased in an elegant wooden casing
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OctoCampass M19-128B
Tabletop mahogany ʩnish wooden clock
with compass. Size8.2x8.2x6.3 cm

DESKTOP & TABLE TOP ACCESSORIES

Horizon M19-129A
An Oil Rig minature model. Oil storage
tanks and oil well that works on pushbutton mechanism that shows moment
and gives a melodious chime.
Size: 41x14.5x3 3cm

Crude M19-129B

Elevos M19-129C

A gold plated oil rig mounted on a wooden
base works on a mechanism with soothing
tune. Size: 22x20.5x12.5cm

Elevated oil well that works on push-button
mechanism with chime. Size: 20x14.5x32 cm
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Mambu M19-130A
All natural, eco-friendly comprehensive/unique desktop
organizer made of bamboo. This desktop can be used as
mobile phone holder, music ampliʩer, pen stand, coaster
and a stree buster puzzle. Comes in a recycled box packing.
Dimension: 10*10*8.6 cm

Mambu Station M19-130B
The bamboo desk top wireless charger / organizer. The Mambu
Station comrises wireless charging, wired charging, buisness
card / memo holder, pen stand, mobile stand and USB hub. The
ʪexi design makes it user friendly to place the parts as per your
requirements. Dimension: 18*15*2.5 cm
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Genius Pad M19-131A
A crisp white color mouse pad with built in 6000mAh power bank, a wireless charger for all Qi enabled
mobiles. This Genius Pad also has built in Bluetooth speaker with two speakers on either sides. Output:
5V/1A, Input: 5V/1.5A. Power: 3W(speaker)/5W, Working Time: 5h(speaker)/2h

Trudy M19-131B
A sleek foldable table top business card
holder / phone holder
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Planetarium M19-132A
Stainless steel UFO shape table top 360̿ axle clock
with photo frame. Size: ø13x9.5 cm

Versatile M19-132B
Get the versatality you need in a desktop stand.
Sync your phone, charge your phone, watch your
media all while your investment rests safely in this
solid aluminum stand

Moscato M19-132C
Desk top Weather Station. Extremely well made
luxurious rosewood piano ʩnish Clock that has
Thermometer and a Hygrometer. Its overall
look and feel will certainly satisfy even the most
discriminating of tastes. Size:22x6x13.5cm
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Siuil M19-133A
Desktop metal magnetic anti gravity
pen stand. Convenient to use and
put back in stand. Adjustable light
and a sticky memo pad makes it a
useful object on your desk

Chopper M19-133B
The shinny chopper with 4 rotor pins and magnetic friction
motor. The 4 rotor blades consists of 3 ball point pens and 1
highlighter as roto blades, with magnet for paper clips and
friction motor to relese your stress on the table
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Green Pal M19-134B

Weather Station digital temperature clock
with blue LED backlight. Displays time,day,
date, month, along with temerature in C/F
and humidity. Has alarm and snooze function
Size: 8.1x3.9x1.4 cm

Water Powered thermometer alarm clock. Keeps perfect time without
requiring batteries or electricity. Just ʩll the reservoir with tap or rain water,
and the clock will work for up to a few months. A fresh watering of the
clock continues operation - an internal memory chip retains the clock’s
time (for 2 minutes) during a reʩll so resetting the time is not necessary. A
button cycles between month/date and time on the LCD screen

CALL KATHY
04 3514458

Coptic M19-134A

Memo Clip M19-134C
Metal Memo clip with phone/business
card holder. 40 x 130 x 40 mm

MobiStic
M
biSti M19-134D
A table top mobile stand with Sticky note pad and built
in USB HUB. Additional Sticky note pad reʩll is provided
with the article. Product Size : 9.5 x 4.5 x 9.5cm
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WaterRover M19-135A
The Water-Powered Digital Alarm Clock runs solely on tap water. Simply ʩll it up and it turns on! The large LCD
screen displays the current time, day of week, and ambient temperature. A quick job every two weeks or when
the display becomes dim to keep the clock going. Use the buttons on the bottom of the Water Powered Clock
to additionally show the current date, seconds, and toggle between Fahrenheit and Celsius temperature displays.
Dimensions: 6” x 4.25” x 2.25” Powered entirely by tap water; no batteries! Retains settings for up to two minutes
when changing water

Mouse Pads M19-135BB
Anti-slip mousepads available in diff
differentt sizes
i
and
d shapes.
h
ffullll
color branding can be done on these
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Vertex M19-136A
A table top phone stand / wireless charger. Place your phone vertically or horizontantally on the stand to watch your
favourite sport or movie and charge simultaneously
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Linus M19-136B

Penhold M19-136C

A tabletop aluminum business card holder.
Holds 20-25 cards

A table top digital Pen / mobile stand that displays
time, day date and temperature prominently with
ample space for branding

DESKTOP & TABLE TOP ACCESSORIES

Fian M19-137A
Leatherette / Metal Coaster Set. Pack of 4 pcs

Essentia M19-137B
A set of gun metal ʩnish coasters to match
any furniture. A round glossy metal plate
holds plenty of place for branding. Comes in
a set of 4 pcs

Alu Coaster Barium M19-137C
A brsuhed ʩnish 6 pcs round aluminimum coaster set with eva
lining at the back

Coasters M19-137D
Custom made PVC coasters as per design and logo required. MOQ 1000 pcs
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Enneagram M19-138A
Die Cast Metal Star Award 11” Tall. The bright
silver and the gold star of Motivators LLC is
supported by this elegant two-tone metal
base with a brushed center panel and tapered
polished supports. These unique award are
perfect to acknowledge the achievements
with your organizations name and logo.
Size: 12x6x27cm
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Lindisfarne M19-139A

Icon M19-139B

Fantastic Quality ‘Lindisfarne Champions Cup with
crystal Base. The metal line shaped cup is mounted on
a 24% lead crystal base. This comes with an brushed
ʩnish metal plate that can be printed in multicolour.
The message / logo can also be printed on the crystal
base. Size: 10.5X3.5X26cm

An iconic tower shape premium award. The fusion of
Premium crystal combines with brushed metal to create a
stand-out pillar award, presented in gift box. The minute
details with dramatic statement can be engraved, resulting
in a white/frosted etched ʩnish. Size: 5x5x20cm
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Super StarM19-140A
Super Star are the rosewood piano
ʩnish elegant trophies. The high quality
brass star are coated with gold/silver
suiting your needs. The self standing
design makes a classy addition to the
display. Size: 8.5x4x22.5cm

Star Arc M19-140B
The Star Trophy on a wooden base.
Comes in a gift box. Available in silver
and gold colour. Size: ø11.5x23 cm
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LightUp Trophy
M19-141C
These are custom made bespoke
shape trophies. The arcylic can
be cut in the shape of your logo
or the design required. The LED
base lights up trophy

Premio M19-141A

Tildele M19-141B

Award your renowned champions with
premio accession cup! This elegant cup
features sleek and textured design on a piano
ʩnish wooden base. The gold and silver
accents truly compliment each other. This
cup trophy is rounded so it adds depth to
its presentation. A great recognition award
for your next special occasion! available in
different sizes: 40, 43 and 47 cm

Crystal Globe Trophy resting on
ʩre shape metal and a wooden
base. Comes in a wooden gift
box packing Height 30cm, Base:
7.8*7.8cm
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Yacht M19-142A
Yacht Shape Trophy in optical glass rested on a wooden
mahogany base. Size: 25x18x6 cm

Crystal Star
M19-142B

A chome ʩnish star
trophy on a crystal base.
Size: 3.7x7.7x21.2 cm

Silsberry M19-142C
High quality crystal award on a wooden
base. Size: 11*9*27 cm
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Enterprising M19-143A
Diecast zeal metal cups on a brush ʩnish metal plaque with ample of space
for branding. Available In Gold, Silver and Bronze! Size: 16*9cm

Bookmark M19-143B
Chrome ʩnished metal bookmark with satin silk
dangler. Plenty of space for branding. Comes in a
presentable gift box packing
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Jahazi Gold M19-144A
Traditional Dhow encased in an acrylic
enclosure on a gold polished wooden base.
Available sizes: 30x26x10 cms, 21x21x10 cm

Hudaydah M19-144B
Gold plated Traditional Arabic Dhow
Size:29x28x13cm
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Boum M19-145A
Traditional ʩshing boat of gulf mounted on a matt
ʩnish mahogany wood. Available in two different
Sizes: Large: 30*15*25 cm (Comes in a wooden
box packing), Medium: 27.5*7*18.5cm

Dhow M19-145B
Large size traditional gold plated dhow, a high end
gift. Cased in an acrylic enclosure with wooden and
metal ʩttings. Size: 36.5x34x18 cm
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Akhiru ’n-Nah’r M19-146A
Gold Plated traditional sailing vessels with one or
more masts with settee or sometimes lateen sails,
used in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean region.
Historians are divided as to whether the dhow was
invented by Arabs or Indians. Typically sporting
long thin hulls, dhows are trading vessels primarily
used to carry heavy items, such as fruit, fresh water,
or other heavy merchandise, along the coasts of
Eastern Arabia (Arab states of the Persian Gulf). The
class piece of an art is rested on a clear acrylic base
then on a wooden base. A gold plated Plam tree
adds to the tradition. Size: 27*18*19 cm

Battil M19-146B
Silver plated traditional sail featured long stems
topped by large, club-shaped stem heads.
Mounted on a mahogany wood and cased
elegantly in a acrylic casing. Sizes: Large: 29*26*8.5
cm, Medium: 21*21*10 cm
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Jahazi M19-147A
Traditional Dhow encased in an acrylic
enclosure on a lacquer ʩnsh black wooden
base . size: 30x26x10 cms, 21x21x10 cm

Guliver M19-147B
Gulliver are small to medium-sized dhow. It is
the modern version of the shu’ai with a shorter
prow stem piece. Most Gulliver are ʩtted with
engines used for communication with the shore
and for personnel transportation, small ʩshing
boats since the 19th century.These are popular
for sport and tourism purposes also. The gold
plated Gulliver rested on wave crafted with resin
then on a wooden base. The marvellous piece of
a traditional art. Size: 25*10*19 cm
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Shamshir M19-148A
A symbol of manhood, courage and social
status, an antique ʩnish dagger with leather
gives a chic yet traditional look cased in a
wooden frame. Available Size: 56*40.5cm.
These can be customed in different frames as
per your requirement of sizes
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Saqr M19-148B
The National Bird of UAE a symbol of
force and courage.
Available in sizes:
Large : 38x14x14 cm.
Medium : 30x13x13 cm.
Small : 23x11x11 cm

TROPHIES, CULTURAL & HERITAGE ITEMS

Shish-khan M19-149A

Sh.Zayed Mosque M19-149B

Shish-khan is a traditional Persian/Arabic architecture. Shish-khans
seem to function more as ventilators than as the temperature
regulators seen in the central deserts. Crafter with 24 Carat Gold
Leaf and cased in a high quality wooden frame. Size: Large:
27*34cm, Medium: 20*25cm

The iconic Sheikh. Zayed Grand Mosque handcrafted
with 24carat gold leaf and encased in a high quality
wooden frame. Size: 27*34cm

Malqaf M19-149C
A windtower is a traditional architectural
element to create natural ventilation in
buildings. Windcatchers come in various
designs: uni-directional, bi-directional, and
multi-directional. The devices were used in
ancient Arab states of the Persian Gulf (mostly
Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates)
Size: 13.5x1.5x18.2cm
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Arabic Gift Set M19-150A
Gift Set comprising of a lantern moon key holder, a high end metal bookmark and
a miswak (a nature’s tooth brush to kill germs and toxins) packed in a gift box.
Miswak can be replaced with a metal/plastic pen

Certificate Holder M19-150B
A two fold certiʩcate holder in leatherette material
with velvet lining inside. Can also be hand crafted in
genuine leather
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e

Cadre De Dhow M19-151A

Cadre De Falcon M19-151B

Tradtional Dhow encased in high quality wooden
frame. Each piece handcrafted with 24 Carat Gold Leaf.
Size: 20X25 cms, 27X34 cm

National Bird of UAE. Handcrafted with 24 Carat Gold
Leaf and encased in high quality wooden frame. Size:
20X25 cm, 27X34 cm

Amethyst

M19-151C

Crystal cubes is one of our top-selling product categories and
there are good reasons for that. The cubic shape of the crystal
makes it a perfect choice for 3D engraved corporate awards.
Most of our clients order the crystal cubes speciʩcally because
of the vast opportunity for customization. Whatever the design,
the ʩnished product looks simply stunning because the image is
engraved within the crystal, while the surface is absolutely intact.
Sizes: 6*6*6cm, 8*8*8 cm, 5*5*8cm, 6*8*12cm
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Medals M19-152A
Medals are available in Gold, silver and bronze. They come
in a box with lanyard. Available in 50mm and 65mm
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Honor Trophy Gold M19-152B

Honor Trophy Silver M19-152C

Medal Clock on a wooden base with large print area.
Size: 22x11.5x1cm

Medal Clock on a wooden base with large print area.
Size: 22x11.5x1cm

TROPHIES, CULTURAL & HERITAGE ITEMS

Wooden Plaque M19-153A
Available in sizes: 17.5x14 cm./17.7x11 cm./23x17.8 cm./30.5x22.5 cm

Circle Plaque M19-153B
Wooden Round Plaque on a brushed ʩnished
metal base. Available in sizes: ø17cm, ø18.5 cm

Prix M19-153C

Rich rosewood piano ʩnish plaque with rounded edges with
clear acrylic engraving plate.Size: 20*25.5 cms, 23*30 cm
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Greaves Wireless M19-154A
A 4000 mAh Powered Wireless Linen Water resistant A5 Notebook. This
wireless notebook comes with an extra ʪap to hold a the mobile and charge
wirelessly, an expandable pocket that can hold any size of mobile, slots for
business cards, expandable pocket for documents/tablet, elastic pen loop
and a matching 64 sheet creamed lined paper notebook. The contrast PU
enclosure gives a smart look. Dimension: 16.5*22.5*2.5 cm

DIARIES, NOTEBOOKS & ORGANIZERS

ZIPPERED
DETACHABLE
FLAP

Esme M19-155A
Special knit linen fabric A5 Size 6000 mAh
Powered Wireless Notebook Organizer. This
wireless organizer comes with an expandable
pocket that can hold any size of mobile and can
charge Qi enabled mobile phones wirelessly.
Esme comes with detachable zippered ʪap to
hold tablet of any size, slots for business cards,
expandable pocket for documents, elastic
loops to hold accessories and a matching 64
sheet creamed lined paper notebook. The
contrast magnetic enclosure gives a smart
look Dimension: 24.5*22*4 cm
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Putien M19-156A
An A5 Zippered Notebook with built in 5000 mAh Power Bank. The slide in mobile
pocket makes it handy and helps to charge your mobile wirelessly. Putient is crafted
keepin the business necessacities in mind, it has slots for buisness cards, mobile,
expandable slots for tablets and elastic loops to hold accessories etc. A matching 64
sheets cream lines notebook, the battery indicator makes and an elegant gift box in a
perfect packing. Dimension: 25*18*3 cm
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Ian M19-157A
All in one organizer that comes with built in 4000 mAh
power bank featuring wireless charging, elastic loops to
hold accessories, ʪexible mobile stand, slots for business
cards and a ruled spiral notebook. Available in blue and
grey colours
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Hype Wireless M19-158A
A5 Size Powered PU Organizer with unique contrast design comprising of a card holder and pen loop. The
Organizer comes with a built in 5000 mAh power bank, foldable mobile stand, a matching notebook - 80
sheets cream lined paper, slots for business cards, elastic loops for accessories and expandable pocket
for mobile phone. Wireless charging feature and a collapsible USB charging socket (to charge any non
wireless device) makes it user freindly. The magnetic loop enclosure comes with a metal plate for branding.
Dimension: 21.5*14*1.5 cm
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Nannu M19-159A
A utility A5 size Note Book with Mobile holder, crafted with linen cloth and PU. Nannu has slots for business cards, mobile,
elastic loops to hold accessories. The collapsible mobile/tablet stand for viewing your favourite program/sport on your
phone/tablet. The reversible English / Arabic Note Book makes it highly practical

Sandy M19-159B
Sandy is premium quality A5 size PU Notebook with metal rim
magnetic enclosure. 80 gsm,192 pages. Size: 20x15 cm
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Sushara M19-160A
Grained leather 8.5in Organizer with magnetic loop enclosure. The contrast leather
ʩnish gives a classy look. Comes with a daily diary refill/open date refill. Can be
crafted in black, brown or tan colours

Zoid M19-160B
A 8.5” Italian leather custom made organizer with daily diary or open date
refill. Can be crafted in black, brown or tan colour
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Haward M19-161A
An 8.5” PU Organizer / Planner with magnetic enclosure. Slots for buisness cards and documents. Comes with one page
per day diary reʩl. Can be supplied with open date reʩl

Goose M19-161B
A classy suede leatherette organizer that has solts for documents, business cards
and a pen loop. Comes with daily diary reʩl. Optional: Can be supplied with open
date reʩl
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Eden M19-162A
An A5 size PU organizer with magnetic closure. Slots for cards, pen and a zippered pouch
outside. Dimension: 18.5*23.5cm

Hype Org. M19-162B
A5 Size PU Organizer with unique contrast design comprising of a
card holder and pen loop. The Organizer comes with a matching
notebook - 80 sheets cream lined paper, slots for business cards
and expandable pockets for documents. The magnetic loop
enclosure comes with a metal plate for branding. Dimension:
31*23*1.5 cm
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Faith M19-163A
A classic 8.5” Organizer in two tone ʩnish. Comes with open date reʩl

Grimloc M19-163B
An Executive 8.5 inch Organizer with metal loop enclosure that
comes with a daily diary reʩll. Available in black and brown
colours. Can be supplied with open date reʩll
E30672
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Greaves M19-164A
A classic Linen Water risistant A5 Notebook. Greaves comes with expandable
pocket that can hold any size of mobile, slots for buisness cards, expandable
pocket for documents/tablet, elastic pen loop and a matching 64 sheet creamed
lined paper notebook. The contrast PU enclosure gives a smart look. Dimension:
16.5*22.5*2.5 cm

Modesto M19-164B
A soft touch PU notebook, 80 GSM cream
ruled pages, 112 sheets. The notebook
comes with a pen loop, metal plate for
branding, a pocket at the last page and
elastic enclosure. These can be supplied
in white and spanish grey colours packed
in grey boxes
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LinenMemory M19-165A
A 96 sheet 80 gsm lined cream paper notebook with linen cover. Has a magnetic enclosure
and built in USB with 8GB/16GB Capacity. These Linen notebooks comes with metal tag and
a metal plate outside for branding. Available in three colours. Size:22.5x17x2.5cm

Hype Note M19-165B
A5 Size Notebook with unique contrast design comprising of a card holder and pen loop. The Notebook has 80 sheets cream
lined paper. Available in PU and Linen Water Resistant material. Dimension: 21.5*14*1.5 cm
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TwoTone M19-166A
An A5 size ruled notebook with cream paper. A classic
combination of fabric and PU material. Comes with two
year calendar, pen loop and a pocket at the back

PU Softy M19-166B
A soft reversible note book (can be used as English or Arabic). PU Softy
comes with 64 cream ruled pages. Available in 4 different colours
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OPTIONAL METAL
PLATE FOR LASER
ENGRAVING

Cansas M19-167A
Cansas is the soft touch PU notebook. This ʩrst one has a unique cut-out in the
pages that allows you to tuck away a pen. Comes with 98 ruled cream pages of
80 gsm each. Avaialble in red, black and navy blue colours. Optional: Metal slider
on the elastic loop for engraving the logo (available in round/rectangular shapes)
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Fabrico M19-168A
A Soft cover note book with 98 ruled cream sheets. Fbrico comes with metal book mark and a leathertte patch for branding.
The notebook starts with personal Information, four years calendar, international sizes, metric conversions, Intl. airport guide,
world time zones, 98 open date ruled pages and 5 perforated pages at the end. Available in A5 Size (21.2*14.5 cm) and
Executive Size (26*19cm) Comes in three colours varients

Customed M19-168B
A bespoke handy note book. Can be crafted as per your order with logos embossed all over and
the magnetic buckle enclosure with bespoke logo. MOQ 500 pcs
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Mitra M19-169A
Mitra is a notebook and pen set
consisting of a hard cover matt soft
ʩnish PU notebook with a matching
color pen with geometric design.
The round cornered notebook
consists of 160 ruled pages, 70 gsm
with matching colored 3mm elastic
closure, a bookmark and a pen loop.
Packed in a gift box. Product Box
Size : 22.5 x 19.5 x 2cm

Fusion M19-169B
A contemporary design A5 size
ruled notebook with 90 sheets of
60 gsm each. The combination of
linen and PU giving a trendy look
and gives a ʪexibilty for branding
in full colour
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Vistara M19-170A
A5 size New PU notebook with spine die cut for pen. 96 ruled white
hite pages and coloured sticky notes.
Available in black, red and blue colours

Trendy

M19-170B

A6 Notebook with 70 sheets ruled pages, sticky notes and coloured sticky ʪags, a recycle push action ball pen.
These notebooks with elastic enclosure are available
ble iin 5 vibrant colours.
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Diary M19-171A
Bespoke/Readymade Diaries English/Arabic. Available in
Daily/Weekly in different sizes and styles

Mozy M19-171B
A6 Size 80 pages ruled note book with metal
book mark. Comes packed in black non woven
bag. Size: 11x14.5cm
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Hype Power Note M19-172A
A5 Size Powered PU portfolio with unique contrast design comprising of a card holder slot and pen loop.
The portfolio comes with a built in 5000 mAh power bank, foldable mobile stand, a matching notebook
- (80 sheets cream lined paper), slots for business cards, elastic loops for accessories and expandable
pocket for mobile phone. Wireless charging feature and a collapsible USB charging socket (to charge any
non wireless device) makes it user freindly. The magnetic loop enclosure comes with a metal plate for
branding. Dimension: 21.5*14*1.5 cm

FOLDERS & PORTFOLIOS

USB

Empower M19-173A
A4 size zippered portfolio of high performance automotive leatherette with built in 4000 mAh Power bank and
comes with multi charging cables to charge almost all the mobile phones. An expandable panel to hold iPad/tablet of
any size with adjustable stand for easy viewing your favouirte sport / progamme. Slots for accessories, mobile phone,
business cards and pen. Comes with A4 writing pad and 16GB USB Flash
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Boosted M19-174A
An A4 size folder with built in 4000 mAh power bank / LED battery indicator, slots for cards and accessories.
Flexible mobile / tablet stand and mobile holder. The Boosted PU folder comers with A4 ruled writing pad

Grisa M19-174B
Grisa is an A4 Tech portfolio with 5000 mAh powerbank, 5 Watt wireless charger and integrated 3 in 1 Micro USB +
Lightning + Type C cable. It also has a provision to have a Light-Up logo on engraving which provides optimal brand
exposure. Grisa has on the inside, a phone/tablet stand, pockets to keep small and useful articles such as USB, Charging
cable, Earphone, Keys etc., 5 Card pockets and an A4 reʩllable notepad. The powerbank can be used to charge your
phone either wirelessly or with wire. Compatible with all QI enabled devices such as latest Android devices, iPhone 8,
8S and iPhone X. Input/Output: 5V/2A. Wireless Output: 5 WATT
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Mazaya M19-175A

A4 size zippered conference folder with a soft and a durable ʩnish. A dual ring
binder, elastic maze (to hold accessories), compartment to hold tablets, slots
for cards and a transparent window for business cards

Breixo M19-175B
Zippered A4 size leatherette conference folder with 13” Laptop/iPad
holder, elastic loops to hold accessories and has a built-in calculator. The
combination of grained and all fabric with contract stitch gives a look of
an upmarket product
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Vertiv M19-176A
Self Designed grained PU zippered Folder with contrast patch
giving a chic look. Elastic Loops to hold accessories, business
card slots, can hold laptop upto 13”. Comes with an A4 size
writing pad

Contempo M19-176B
An A4 size leatherette conference folder with built-in calculator. A contrast fabric
strip outside can match the identity of your corporate colours. Available in 5 colours
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Cubbon M19-177A
An ergomatic design A4 size PU, zippered
folder. This comes with a contrast PU ʪap
on the cover to hold a pen and business
cards. This has slots / elastic loops to hold
mobile phone and accessories. Dimension:
32.5*24.8*2.5 cms. Available in 3 colours

Theo M19-177B
A4 size conference folder with loop enclosure that has plenty of cards
slots and has a built-in calculator. Available in black and tan colour
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Hype M19-178A
An A4 Size stylish conference folder with magnetic enclosure
and contrast design outside with card holder and pen loop.
The folder has built in mobile/tablet holder, elastic pen loop,
slots for business cards, elastic loops to hold accessories and
mobile holder. Dimension: 31*23*1.3 cm

Jati

M19-178B

Leather look conference folder with slot to hold business cards,
documents and pen loop. Comes with A4 Size writing pad.
Avaiable in blue and black colours
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Cellzoni M19-179A
Genuine leather conference folder with zip. Slot to hold an iPad, business cards,
documents etc. Comes with A4 size writing pad. The cow softy leather folder can
be crafted in black, brown or tan colour

Panther M19-179B
Natural grained leather conference folder A4 size with an iPad slot.
Can be crafted in black, brown and tan colours
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Melodycool M19-180A
500 ml Wireless speaker bottle, including
a 55% polyester ʩbre towel (30x80cm).
Rechargeable Li-on 300mAh battery included.
Output data: 3W

OUTDOOR, SPORTS & RECREATION

MusiCool M19-181A
Musicool is a 3 in 1 Sport Water Bottle Bluetooth
Speaker and a unique compass design, help you
exploer the new direction. easy for travel, cycling.
400ml Tritan copolyester”(Food level material:Pass
FDA materials certiʩcate, Safety and environmental
protection. Support TF card + super bass speaker.
Features IPX4 water-resistance, guarantee your
speaker work well in rainy days. 650mAh battery,
high class lithium battery, about 8 hours playing time
in midbass mode, perfectly compatible with Android
and iOS system. Transmission distance up to 10m

Cooling Towel

M19-181B

The Microʩbre cooling towel is 100% free of chemicals. 98% sun blocking
function, UV Protection upto 50+. The towel comes in PP bottle with ABS
top and carabiner for outdoor activities. The towel can be easily used by
adding some cold water to the bottle for refreshing cooling effect
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Golf Balls M19-182A
Pinnacle, Totleist, Callaway, Dunlop etc Golf Balls can be supplied with
branding

Golf Towels M19-182B
Achiever’s Golf towels are made
from soft, sustainable, eco-friendly
viscose fabric, primarily intended for
promotional purposes. The towel
comes in various colors matching your
corporate identity and measures 15” x
24”. “Its highly absorbent, soft bamboo
fabric easily removes grass, dirt, sand
and mud from golfers’ clubs and can
basically take on any punishment the
golf course can dish out”
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Golfers Polo
M19-183A

Bespoke DryFit Golfers Polo.
This special fabric is weaved
and/or layered in a way that it
enhances moister / sweat wicking
for optimal breathability. ..using
special technology this fabric pulls
out the moisture away from the
skin to the surface of the fabric for
quick evaporation, which keeps
your body dry and comfortable.
This microʩber, fabric that moves
sweat away from the body and
to the fabric surface, where it
evaporates. As a result, keeps
athletes dry and comfortable

Band M19-183B

Alabastos M19-183C

Wrist band. Polyester. With printable
area. 75 x 78 mm

Golf set comprising of an achiever’s golf towel and matching
aluminium water bottle with EDC alloy carabiner
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30” Golf Umbrella M19-184A
Can be custom made as per your corporate
colours with a choice of handles

Brella M19-184B
23 inch manual open umbrella in 190T pongee with aluminium
shaft and ʩbre glass ribs with black tips. Manual closure. With an
LED light on the top ( 2 modes) with a torch in the bottom of the
handle. 3 AAA batteries not included. Dimensions: Ø93X59 cm
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Foldee M19-185A
23 inch reversible umbrella, double layer, full ʩberglass ribs and frame,190T pongee, manual open
auto closure. Dimensions: Ø102X70 CM. Colours Available: Black, Grey, Navy Blue, Light Blue

Ear Plugs M19-185B
Earplugs. PU foam. Supplied in PVC box. ø14 x 26 mm
| Box: 35 x 35 x 15 mm

Earphoness M19-185C
Promotional earphones with case. Cable length 105 cm
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Vibes M19-186A
Foldable headphones in ABS material with a stylish matt
ʩnish, supplied in storage pouch

Catch and play M19-186B
Ball catch game including one suction ball and a pair of
suction ball holders. Dimensions: Ø15X2 cm
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California M19-187A
Stylish sunglasses with bicoloured frame and mirrored lenses with UV400 protection. Dimensions: 14,5X4,6X14 cm

LunchPacks M19-187B
Bespoke lunch pack/ cooler bags in various
sizes/ colours and combinations

Collapsable M19-187C
Collapsable cup easy to store and carry
along. Perfect for branding
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Hampower M19-188A
Car power bank 4400 mAh with torch, belt cutter and
hammer. Output data: DC5V/1A. Includes a type C
connector. Dimensions: 16,5X6X3,3 cm

Tactical M19-188B
A heavy duty tactical torch with built in 2600
mAh power bank, a twist torch, SOS light, wind
shield breaker, seat belt cutter and comes
with built in magnet to stick on on any metal
surface. The torch can be charged with the car
cigrette lighter slot or with the AC charger
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Carmate M19-189A
Car heads up (HUD) display navigation with wireless charger with non slip
base. Including 1 meter cable. Output data: DC 5V/ 1.0A. It works with any
HUD app. Dimensions: 16X9,5X1,8 cm

Fycar M19-189B
Fycar is a unique design car charger with dual USB output and with integrated bluetooth
headset that allows a safe hands free experience whilst driving. The integrated earbud is
charged when driving and is ultra-portable due to its small design (20x33mm). The device
uses the advanced bluetooth 4.0 connection which ensures a smooth connection and
perfect sound quality. The magnetic loop of the charger allows you to easily place the
earbud back in the dock to charge it. The charger is suitable for all mobile phones. The
earbud comes with additional ear tips in different sizes to ʩt all
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Batti M19-190A

Abre Ring M19-190B

A push on mini torch with key holder. A pull
up function makes the surrounding lit well

COB Torch in aluminium with bottle
opener. Including 2 CR2032 batteries.
Dimensions: Ø2,6X7,5 cm

5 In 1 Tool M19-190C
The 5 in 1 multi purpose tool comprises of a philips screw
driver tool, tyre gauge, leveller, ruler, stylus and key chain.
Available in white and black colour
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Barbeque M19-191A
Barbecue is a 7 in 1 foldable barbecue tool
which enables you to have all the essentials
in a compact foldable form. Become a
Grillmeister with perfect tools in hand - a
two-prong fork, knife, spatula, brush, bottle
opener, corkscrew and cross screwdriver.
Made of high grade stainless steel and
foldable attribute makes it easy to store.
Product Size : 17.8 x 6.2 x 1.8 cm

Seat belt cutter
Glass Breaker

Hoff M19-191B
Hoff is a car phone holder with seat belt cutter and glass
breaker. The excellent branding space on this product makes it
an aordable and useful promotional product. Packed in a box.
Product Size : 9.7 x 5 x 2.8cm
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Brace M19-192A
Brace is a lightweight activity tracker that is waterproof (IP67) and
that has a comfortable wristband. You can wear the bracelet both in
the day and in the night. With easy to use OLED screen that can be
used by tapping the side. Including free APP to get insight into your
achievements (IOS 8.1 and Android 4.4 or higher compatible)
Functions include sleep tracking, step count, distance, stopwatch and
calorie count. With this fashionable activity tracker you will step into a
healthier lifestyle.
Product Size : 25 x 1.9 x 0.85 cm
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MaxTrax M19-193A
MaxTrax is a ʩtness tracker with 0.96”OLED Touch
screen. It is IP67 waterproof and its unique features
allow you to stay ʩt & healthy. This smart tracker
helps you in Yoga with its guided breathing function
& also can show and forecast the weather. In additon,
it features a heart rate monitor, activities tracking,
recognizes multiple sports & keeps a count of your
sleep & calories burned. Max Trax also shows & stores
your messages & avails you features like camera
control, music control, smart alarm function, text & call
notiʩcations & allows you to view screen horizontally
or vertically. GPS tracking available
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Handy Vapour M19-194A
Humidiʩer with night light and shut-off function. Can also be
used as aroma diffuser. Powered by USB. Charging cable included.
Dimensions: Ø5X18cm
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WaterPill M19-195A
600 ml tritan bottle with integrated and detachable 7 slot pill
box. Dimensions: 6.5X23cm
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First Aid Kit M19-196A
Contents:
2 pcs triangular bandage
2 pcs wound dressing
1 pc scissor
1 pair PVC glove
8 pcs alcohol pads
4 pcs BZK
1 roll adhesive plaster
1 pc non-woven strip bandage
3 pcs sterile gauze sponges
3 roll elastic gauze bandage
2 roll elastic gauze bandage

Pills and Powder M19-196B
Plastic pill case with 3 compartment and sliding cover
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Balmo M19-197A
Natural lip balm in a shiny silver round box.
Dermatologically tested. SPF15

Scholar M19-197B
A high end shiny chrome ʩnish stainless steel
foldable magniʩer. Comes with a black pouch
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HeartCheck M19-198A
Smart Watch with 24 hours real-time heart rate
monitor, Recording Multi-sport modes, Connected
GPS, Guided breathing, Fitness level of heart and
lung, Multiple watch face style switch , All-day
activities recording, Auto sleep tracking, Call alert
+Hang up, Weather alert, Music control, Remote
shoot, SMS/SNS alert, Sedentary alert, alarm alert,
Anti-lost. App OS IOS 7.1 & above / Android 4.4 &
above
Sensor: Kionix Gravity-sensor HR sensor: Silicon labs
CPU Chip: Nordic Bluetooh chip(Bluetooth 4.0 BLE)
Vibration: yes, Waterproof: Yes, Screen Size: 0.96’’
Screen Type: OLED, Bluetooth: BLE Bluetooth 4.0
Sync “Outlook & Material” Mian body material:
PC+ABS+UV Strap material: TPU
Size: 240*16*11mm, Color: black, blue, red, green,
purple. Other: Full touch control function/Touch key
Battery: 65mAh Lithium Polymer Battery, Standby
Time: 10-15 days, Charging USB: Port on Host
Charge Time: 1-2 hours

Nurtime
M19-198B

Analogue nurses watch.
Includes 1 cell battery.
Dimensions:
A: ø5x12x1 cm
B: ø4x8x1,2 cm
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Yoga Mat
M19-199A

Designed for the yoga
enthusiasts on the go,
this foldable Yoga mat
provides superior grip on
carpet or hard surfaces
and folds up to ʩt easily
into your travel bag.
It is made from 6mm
environmental friendly
PVC material and is water
resistant and durable.
Start your healthy lifestyle
now! Product Size : 17.3 X
61 X 0.6cm (Flat) and 30 X
25 X 9cm (Folded)

Actiheart M19-199B
Actiheart ʩtness tracker helps you improve your lifestyle.
Actiheart measures your sleep automatically, steps taken, calories
and heart rate in a very accurate way. Additional features include
the option to shoot remote pictures, Find my phone function,
No disturb mode and Alarm setting. Since each sport involves
different activity metrics, actiheart automatically tracks 20
kinds of sports including football, tennis, badminton, push-ups
and many more to give you accurate work-out data. It is IP67
waterproof and has a long battery life. Wristband Size: 25.2 cm
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Stretch M19-200A
Tool set with extendable aluminium torch
with 3 LED light and aluminium multi
tool pen shape. Includes 4 slotted and 4
Philips screwdriver heads. 4 batteries LR44
included

HARDWARE

Comet M19-201A
Comet is the most classy looking multitool with black
stainless steel outer body and 15 functions. Accompanied
with Comet is an elegant Swiss Peak pouch to carry and
store easily. No obstacle is too big anymore with this tool’s
elaborate 15 functions. Product Size: 2.2 x 4.5 x 10.5 cm

Kapila M19-201B
Kapila is a 15 in 1 multipurpose tool
that comes in a nylon pouch. Be
ready to face daily challenges with
this small yet useful tool! Product
Size: 10 x 3.5 x 1.4cm
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Prudent M19-202A
The Prudent multi tool led torch is a perfect companion. The torch throws a wide beam
for broad and narrow views and also acts as a ʪashlight to signal your position. The useful
tools includes scissor, wrenches, a bottle opener, a screwdriver, a sharp blade, a windshield
breaker and a seat belt cutter

Oppo M19-202B
A mini gift set comprising of a torch with built in compass, whistle and a key
holder. A foldable screw driver kit makes the set handy and practical.
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Kajika M19-203A
A 9 in 1 Small Multi tool key holder: small ʪat
head screwdriver, nail ʩle nail cleaner, mini ruler,
knife blade, can operner, cap lifter and scissor

5 In 1 Tool M19-203B
The 5 in 1 multi purpose tool comprises of a philips screw
driver tool, tyre gauge, leveller, ruler, stylus and key chain

Kyle M19-203C
Kyle is a tool set comprising of a 15 in 1 micro tool with key ring and 18 in 1 sleep card
tool in a presentable gift box packing
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Ratchet M19-204A
A complete tool kit 24pcs in a zippered aluminium case

Tape Measure M19-204B
Tape Measure with easy readilibity with 16mm
wide blade. Metric and Imperial 3.5m/12ft. Case
designed to ʩt comfortably in your hand. Clear
coat blade protection-more durable markings.
One metal C clip easy to carry
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WeTool M19-204C
4C
A 24 pcs tool kit in the shape
pe of tyre box
packing with plenty of branding space

HARDWARE

Tactical M19-205A
A heavy duty tactical torch with built in 2600 mAh power
bank, a twist torch, SOS light, wind shield breaker, seat belt
cutter and magnet to stick on on any metal surface. The
torch can be charged with the car cigrette lighter slot or
with the AC charger. A perfect outdoor companion
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Ada M19-206A
Metal Key Holder moon shape and
an arabic lantern with a metal plate
for engraving

Mily M19-206B
Rectangular shaped stainless steel and ABS detail key ring
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Jae M19-207B
Metal Key Holder arabic
lantern shape with a metal
plate for engraving.

Imba M19-207A
House shaped stainless steel and ABS plastic key ring

Kajika M19-207C
A 9 in 1 Small Multi tool key holder: small ʪat head
screwdriver, nail ʩle nail cleaner, mini ruler, knife
blade, can operner, cap lifter and scissor
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Chalmer M19-208A
Metal Key Chain symbolizing a
mosque, moon and a prayer lamp

Dual Ring M19-208B
Metal Key holder with detachable dual ring

Bulat

M19-208C

Round shaped stainless steel and ABS plastic key ring
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Keylight M19-208D
ABS key ring with 1 LED light and bottle opener

KEY HOLDERS

Minero M19-209A

Fidget Rotater M19-209B

Key ring made of ABS in workers helmet shape with torch. 3
AG10 battery included

Metal Fidget Spinner with Key Holder

Kero M19-209D
Acrylic Keyholders M19-209C

Aluminum key ring bottle opener in shiny ʩnish

Neel M19-209E
Teddy bear plush key ring. 100%
cotton t-shirt for logo imprint
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Trucky M19-210A
Truck shaped metal key ring. Individually packed in a
black carton gift box

Torcha M19-210B
Key ring made of ABS with light in torch
shape. 2 CR1220 batteries included

TecBlac M19-210C
Metal rectangular key ring with coloured plate and
black polyester webbing. Individually packed with white
paper card in polybag
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Victoring
i
i M19-211A
Slim metal key holder, the key can be slided in. The key holder has a bottle opener and a small srew driver.
Product Size : 8.8 x 1.6 x 10cm

Trends M19-211B

Ringopen M19-211C

Gun black ʩnish keyholder with PU attachments
in different colours

Metal key ring with bottle opener
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Litoris M19-212A
Urban design vertical laptop back pack. Padded interiors, extra compartments
with stationary organizer pockets, holds upto 15.6” laptops. Comes with
padded shoulder strap and comfortable aluminium handle to carry. Available
in grey and black colour

BAGS (BUSINESS, SPORTS & TRAVEL)

Lunar M19-213A
Laptop backpack. 600D high density. Compartment with 2 cushioned partitions for a laptop up to 15.6’’ and a 9.7’’
tablet. Interior lined and padded. 1 front pocket and 2 side pockets. Padded back with padded back support system
and padded shoulder straps. 290 x 390 x 155 mm

Nylopack M19-213B
Durable nylon construction nylopack Back Pack. Adjustable padded shoulder straps for optimal comfort
and ergonomic support. Padded faux-fur lined laptop compartment. Secondary compartment offers a
series of organizer pockets to hold accessories etc. Hip-side zippered pockets provide on-the go access
to essential cargo with external USB hub charger. Size: 45Hx 30Wx 12cm
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ZIPPERED
POCKET

Cheltos M19-214A
A heavy duty two tone back pack. Padded handles
sideways and the shouldler strap gives you ease
to carry either ways. Has padded laptop and ipad
compartments, mesh pockets to hold accessories.
The vertical barrel shape makes it highly practical to
access and carryy things
g safely. 18x28x42cm
CHARGER
INLET

ZIPPERED
POCKET

Kullu M19-214B
Light weight shoulder back pack made from
snow polyster. Lined compartment with several
inner pockets and 2 cushioned partitions up to
17’’ laptop and 10.5’’ tablet. Front zippered lined
pockets ideal for accessories and chargers.
Built in USB socket maked it easy to charge
your mobile phones. Padded shoulder straps
and strap to slide into the trolley bag makes it
convenient to carry. 350 x 480 x 150 mm
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Posodas M19-215A
A professional, stylish, and comfortable back pack. It has one main compartment and pockets on the back to keep
your essentials. An external USB allows you to charge your phone outside while keeping the power bank (not included)
inside. Pocket on the shoulder strap allow you to your daily use quick access cards for convenient use. Product Size: 47
x 32 x 15 cm

Pubac M19-215B
Pubac is a backpack made entirely from Grained leather. It has a
simple design yet a lot of space to carry all the things you require
for your daily worklife. Its subtle yet elegant look is sure to impress!
Product Size: 43 x 27 x 12 cm
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Nylopack M19-216A
Durable nylon construction nylopack back pack. Adjustable padded shoulder straps for optimal comfort and
ergonomic support. Padded faux-fur lined laptop compartment. Secondary compartment offers a series of
organizer pockets to hold accessories etc. Hip-side zippered pockets provide on-the go access to essential cargo
with external USB hub charger. Size: 45Hx 30Wx 12cm

Traveller M19-216B
Laptop backpack. 600D high density and
tarpaulin. With 2 compartments. Lined rear
compartment with several inner pockets
and 2 cushioned partitions up to 17’’ laptop
and 10.5’’ tablet. Front compartment lined,
ideal for carrying clothes (or for leisure).
Front pocket. Padded back and shoulder
straps. 300 x 430 x 150 mm
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Pithoo M19-217A
Laptop backpack. 600D high density. With 2 compartments. Back lined compartment with several inner pockets and 2
cushioned dividers up to a 15.6’’ laptop and a 10.5’’ tablet. Front compartment lined, ideal for carrying clothes (or for
leisure). Padded back and shoulder straps. Back strap for attachment to trolley. 300 x 450 x 160 mm

CHARGER
INLET

Thurya M19-217B
Heavy Duty Back Pack with reʪectors. 3
Main compartments the ʩrst one with
padded laptop case that can hold upto
15.6” laptops, second compartments
for documents / clothes for over night /
gym/the third organised compartment
for accessories and stationary. The
additional front zipper pocket for easy
access. The padded shoulder starp
and the handles makes it convenient
to carry. The two side pockets are for
power banks and the water bottles.
Size: 50*20*32 cms Weight: 0.85 kg
REFLECTORS
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Milan

M19-218A

Backpack in 600D 2 tone polyester with outside
pocket with zipper. Zipper main compartment
on backside for better protection and theft.
Dimensions: 26X13X43 CM Volume: 4.442 cdm3
Gross Weight: 0.45 kg
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Tobby M19-219A
A grey poly material back pack with PU trims and 210D Lining. Front pocket, second organizer pocket with padded
laptop slot and the main pocket to hold your accessories, documents and a pair of clothes. Nylon zipper and the
metal puller for easy access. Size: 32*19*44.5 cm

Shaina M19-219B
A two tone light weight back pack with padded laptop
case, padded shoulder strap and front side zippered
pockets for accessories.
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Ella M19-220B
Lilo M19-220A
A compact two tone light weight back pack with
15.6” padded laptop compartment and shoulder
strap. Front zippered pocket for accessories.

A light weight micro ʩble water proof laptop back pack.
The padded laptop compartment can hold laptop upto
15.6”. Has the main compartment with ample of space to
hold accessories/stationary. The padded shoulder strap
to carry comforably.

Dexon M19-220C
An essential 15.6” laptop back pack made from snow
polyster. A large comparment for documents and
accessories and a padded compartment for your
laptops. Available in two colours
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Wrapack M19-221A
Foldable backpack. 210D ripstop. With
front pocket. Supplied unfolded. 295 x 415
x 110 mm | Folded: 160 x 130 mm

Pocket Shoop M19-221B
Large drawstring bag in 210D polyester with
zippered front pocket. Dimensions: 37X44 cm
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Shoop M19-222A
Drawstring bag in 210D polyester with 600D polyester details and
nylon mesh. Has a main compartment and a zippered front pocket.
Dimensions: 35X42 cm

Natura M19-222B
Eco Natural Draw String Bag. Product
Size : 36 X 46cm
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Glacier M19-223A
Drawstring bag in 190T polyester with coating
on surface. Dimensions: 36X40 cm

Reflecto M19-223B
Drawstring bag in 190T polyester
with reʪective sides and short
handles. Dimensions: 34X40 cm
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Duffle on Wheels M19-224A
Dufʪe Trolley Bag with ergonomic roll on wheels.
Product Size : 29 x 54 x 29cm

Barrel M19-224B
A 600D polyester due bag. The two mesh pockets on the sides and a single front pocket
for easy access to necessaties / accessories. Product Size : 52* ø25cm
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OliveRo M19-225A
The big brother of our best-selling Kit Bag this large holdall is perfect
for international trips. The generous 81-litre capacity means ample
room for all your gear, whilst three interior compartments keep your
belongings neatly organised. Made of tough and durable 100%
waterproof PVC this bag features a convenient zip-front passport
pocket, double/lockable zip and shoulder strap. A transparent ID
holder means your bag is easily identiʩable. This bag can also be
manufactured without the dividers if you prefer, making it ideal for
sports gear.Size: 390cm x 30cm x 30cm

Scuba M19-225B
An offshore/scuba dry bag, made
of waterproof tarpolin material.
Size: 75x30x28 cm.
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Fit M19-226A
Gym bag. 600D. Interior partition, front pocket
and bottom with semi-rigid plate. Adjustable
shoulder strap. 520 x 300 x 255 mm

Shoulder Sling

M19-226B

Single shoulder sling bag made of 600D Polyester Fabric. Adjustable
shoulder strap, zipper closure main Pocket and small pocket for
accessories.
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Felty M19-227A
A compact yet useful carry bag made of felt and PU material.
Available in two colours. Size: 27X28X7cm

Cyrille M19-227B
Compact messanger Bag with single compartment
that has a padded slot for iPads, slot to organise your
stationary. Two zippered pockets front and back to
hold accessories. Comes with expandable shoulder
strap. Size: 32*27*5cm

Mathieu M19-227C
Mini messenger bag. One main compartment with slot to
hold an iPad and documents, front two zippered pockets
to hold mobile and accessories. Comes with expandable
shoulder strap. Size: 32*32*10 cm
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Lappy M19-228A
A slim laptop hand bag. The soft suede/velvet compartment can
ʩt in 15.6” laptop. The two massive exterior pockets for accessories.
Padded shoulder strap and the trendy contrast handle makes the bag
comprehensive. Dimension: 45*19*35 cm
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Nikitang M19-229A
The twill poly sling bag with zippered pockets and black trims. Comes with a
shoulder strap. Dimension: 41*10*29 cm

Flury M19-229B
Microʩbre Padded Laptop Bag with shoulder strap. Holds laptop upto 15”. 190T
Polyster. Dimension: 37*8.5*30 cm
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Cosco M19-230A
Cosco an executive conference laptop bag made of anti-tear
lightweight jute and nylon fabric. Features a thick foam padded
laptop sleeve with velcro enclosure to keep the laptop safe. Pockets
to hold accessories and documents. The front pocket accessibilty for
stationary and mobile phone. Comes with a padded shoulder strap
and a sturdy carry handle. A nylon strap at the back helps to slide in to
your trolley bag. Size:41*7*31cm

Dakia M19-230B
A light weight messenger bag made of snow polyster. Consists of padded
laptop compartment and a main compartment for documents and
accessories. The two zipper pockets becomes handy for small storage.
This comes with a shoulder strap and available in twop colours
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Ridges M19-231A
Ridges is a genuine leather ofʩce bag with one main compartment and pockets on the front and
back. YKK best-in-class zippers used. This bag also features a laptop compartment. Non-woven
pouch. Classy packaging. Product Size: 39 x 30 x 3 cm

Wiki M19-231B
Grained Leatherette Executive Computer Bag with paded laptop compartment. Front two zippered pockets
for accessories and documents. Comes with shoulder strap. Dimension: 39*10*32 cm
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EDDA M19-232A
An executive laptop bag made of fusion of 600D Polyster and soft PU. Has main
two compartments with padded laptop case and the other for documents. The front
and the back zipper pockets for stationary and accessories. Ergomatic handle and
adjustable shoulder strap makes it convenient to use. With the help of back nylon
strap it can be slided easily on a trolley bag. Size: 45*34*6cm

Extender M19-232B
Convenient Business Bag with compartment to hold laptop
and tablet. Ample space for documents, accessories,
zippered pocket and a hidden pocket on the front panel.
Dimension: 41*10*29 cm
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Gallop M19-233A
The soft suede/velvet compartment laptop sleeve that can ʩt in 15.6” laptop. The main zippered padded compartment
for laptop, exterior zippered pocket for accessories and the velcrow enclosure back pocket for documents. Contrast
pullers and the leatherette handle to slide in and carry the bag conveniently. Dimension: 38*29*3 cm

Erma M19-233B
A 10.1” Tablet case made of high quality nylon material with
air bubble padding, stylish handle to hold conveniently
and additional slip in pocket for documents. Dimension:
20*27*2 cm
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Jerome M19-234A
Convertible between a backpack and rolling bag
the Jerome is the perfect travelling partner. This
bag is constructed of High-Quality Light-weight
polyester for long-lasting use. Moreover, the Jarome
is Water-Resistant, hence you need not worry about
accidental splashes. Multiple compartments offer
more organization options along with a padded
pocket that ʩts up to a 15.6” laptop.
Jarome is made while keeping in mind the needs and
demand of a travel suitcase. This has an exterior waterresistant material which keeps all the documents and
electronics inside the pouch safe and damages free.
Light in weight but is heavy-duty in build quality and
protection. This comes with an aluminium monotube
handle which can be pulled-out on a press of a
button to make the normal looking bag pack to a full
ʪedge trolley suitcase with corner mounted wheels
for added stability.
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Overnighter M19-235A
Constructed of ballistic fabric with genuine leather parts and black nickel co-molded
zipper pulls adds on the look to its class. The padded laptop compartment holds 17.3”
laptops, multiple quick stash pockets, front pocket organization , smooth-rolling, in-line
skate wheels, ergonomic, push-button locking handle. Overnighter capacity with cross
straps holds clothes in place while you are in route. The perfect cabin size overnighter.

Ryan M19-235B
An executive briefcase cfrated with a a
combination of high quality PU and 600D
grained fabrix. Had padded laptop compartment
and slots for documents and accessories. Comes
with a shoulder strap.

Amicus M19-235C
An Executive Document Bag. Slots for documents and zippered
compartment. Comes with a shoulder strap and antique ʩnish
lock. Available in two variations.
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Navor M19-236A
3 in 1 Qi enabled device wireless power bank travel charger. Wireless Charging Pad: No cables
or USB interface required to charge. Just put your device on the charger pad that can be starting
to charge, will make the charging more convenience and safety. The wireless charging function
available for all Qi enabled smart devices.
Portable power bank: 6700mAh high capacity with 2 USB ports and 1 USB-C port can charger to
smartphone, ipad, tablet and other device for business travel or or other long time outside activities
Wall charger adapter: Can charge itself with the plug and without connect any cable, also can use it
as a adapter when the power bank out of power. The multi removable and foldable wall charge plug
will make this adapter more compact and convenient for charging on the go
Digital display: Showed by outstanding numbers with exactly power percentage. You can charge
more than one device at the same time, use cable charge with USB ports, wireless charger function
for wireless charge device; Connect the plug use as a multi-port adapter, disconnect the plug use
as a portable power bank; The plug can be removable, you can replace the plug when you trip to
other country, use as a travel adapter
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Adventure M19-237A
Adventure is a Universal World Travel Adapter with a detachable 5000mAh Powerbank. The adapter has 2 USB outputs
to charge 2 devices simultaneously & is compatible with over 150 countries with US/EU/UK/
AUS plugs. Just push the knob of the plug you want to charge & your device will charge safely in almost any part of
the world. The Universal travel adapter is equipped with high density Li-Polymer battery that safely charges almost any
of your electronic devices very quickly. Input /Output : 5V/2A.
WIRELESS: Experience fast-charging with 10W Wireless charger which has the capacity to charge an iPhone 8 in just
2.5 hrs. Compatible with all QI enabled devices like Android latest generation, iPhone 8, 8S & X. Input /Output : 5V/2A.
WIRED: Can plug into the USB port of the detachable 5000 mAh power bank to charge any suitable electronic device

WIRED

WIRELESS
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Tripwise M19-238A
World Travel Adapter with anti shock coating. Original steady design. Power rating: AC 100240Vac 50/60Hz,6A Max (720W/120Vdc,1380W/230Vac) DC USB 5Vdc, 2.4AMax. Dimension:
5x5.5x6.2cm

Luminous M19-238B
This customized Luminous universal adapters connect travellers to over 150 countries worldwide. It features 4 sliding pins
that alternate between American, British, Australian and European conʩgurations. Simply press the button on the side of
the travel adaptor, slide out the relevant pins and you’re ready to go. This personalized world travel adapter combines
AC and DC Output, dual USB output of 5v 3200mA. Branding the company logo and name on the Luminous world travel
adapter. Plugging the merchandise bespoke world travel adapter, the company logo will illuminate and bright in the dark.
Your clients surely fall in love this memorable advertising gifts giveaway
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MUV M19-239A
The World Adapter MUV Micro from SKROSS is the most compact 2-pole travel adapter for travellers from all over the
world. The patented country slider system guarantees simple and safe connection in over 150 countries on all continents
– irrespective of the socket standard. Product Size: 5.4 x 5 x 5.3 cm

Traveller M19-239B
Universal world travel adaptor with built in 3000 mAh
power bank. World travel adaptor covers more than 150
countries with US/EU/AU/UK plugs. Dual USB outputs
to charge and power up the devices. Manufactured
from Fire Resistant PC Materials. Available in black
ABS with different colour combination, black, gray, red
and blue
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Precision M19-240A
An electronic weighing scale that
weighs upto 50kg, 110 Lbs. Has
blue EL light display. Available in
different colours and ʩnishes

Precision M16-304A
An electronic weighing scale that weigh
110Lbs comes in a gift box packing

AluTag M19-240B

TagIt M19-240C
Plastic luggage tag. Available in 5 colours
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Simmate M19-241A
A useful travel accessory that holds your sim cards, has
different sim card adapters which allow for a variety
of sim cards to b e used on different phone models.
This sleek & small device has all the accessories to
help you solve all sim card related issues for storage
& travel. Product Size : 8.3 x 5.1x 0.8cm

Travelsim M19-241B
Genuine leather 3 in 1 Card Holder. Can hold 3 business cards,
9 sim cards and slot to hold money. Perfect for travellers

Phone Mate M19-241C
Multi-function pocket sim card / memory card
holder and phone stand. The concealed sim tray
that ʩts into your wallet holds micro sim, nano sim,
memory card, opener pin and also works as your
phone stand (not for tablet)
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Musafir M19-242A
Zippered Travel pouch with built in 4000 mAh power back.
Musaʩr has specially been designed with dust proof suction
cups to ʩt all types of mobile phones. Passport / Money / ID
and credit card slots makes it handy. Comes with a universal
(lightning/android) charging cable. The outside pocket
becomes handy for the boarding card
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VasCo M19-243A
Chic look travel wallet that has a built in 4000 mAh built in
power bank. The casing includes slots for business cards, passports, currencies, elastic loop to hold accessories, sim card /
memory card slot. The tapering edge to clip on your pen, digital battery indicators and comes with the most imprtant tool
i.e. two faced cable including type C that can charge almost all
the mobile phones. Size: 21x13.5x2cm
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RFID Putien M19-244A
A RFID Protected travel wallet with built
in 4000 mAh Power Bank. The slide in
mobile pocket makes it handy and
helps to charge your mobile wirelessly.
RFID Putien is a perfect travel mate.
Zippered enclosure, slots for tickets,
currency, passports, buisness cards,
mobile, and elastic loops to hold
accessories etc. The battery indicator
and an elegant box packing makes it
a perfect gift. Dimension: 21*12*2.5 cm
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Safar M19-245A
Keep your travel essentials secure
and organised with our personalised
natural grained leather travel wallet.
this unisex document holder is ideal for
any keen traveller about to embark on
an adventure.Features a slot for your
passport, boarding pass and important
travel documents - including a section
for local currency. Zippered pocket
for small essentials, 11 card slots with
loop enclosure. can be crafted in black,
brown and tan colours

Eudai M19
M19-245B
245B
A PU zippered travel wallet with a cling handle.
Slots to hold cards, passport, boarding pass and
important travel documents. Size: 21x12x2.2cm
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Pekin M19-246A
4.2 bluetooth speaker in ABS with fabric detailing
on the front. Includes an alarm clock with LED light
indication. Easy connection with any bluetooth
enabled devices. Built-in rechargeable lithium 1200
mAh battery. Operating range: 10 m. Output data:
3W and 4 Ohm. Includes 1 micro USB charging cable.
Dimensions: 10.5x10.5x3.5 cm
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Buenos M19-247A
LED time display alarm clock with calendar and temperature display in MDF.
AC-DC 2 pin plug adapter included. Dimensions: 15*4*7 cm
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MiTym M19-248A
A digital table top clock with large display
displaying time, day, date and temperature
prominently. Large are for printing your
company name and logos. Dimension:
23*14*2.5 cm

Syzygy M19-248B
“This beautiful clock evokes images of a planetary
eclipse..one sphere overlapping another. Piano
wood (high gloss) ʩnished case.High-end ʩnish and
appointments. A stunning timepiece that will ʩt with
any decor. Main dial with Roman numerals show
hours and minutes and smaller dial with second
hand. Uses one AA battery, included. Perfect for
mantle, desktop or display shelf. Dimensions: 4-3/8’’
W x 5-3/8’’ H x 1-1/2’’ D”
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Light Clock M19-249A
7 colour changing mood light alarm clock with 6 different natural sounds in transparent
casing. Functions include temperature (ºC and ºF), calendar, snooze mode and countdown
timer. Dimensions: 10, 5X10X8 , 2 cm, Gross Weight: 0.219 kg

Marblotime M19-249B
A table top mable clock with thermometer and hygrometer. Ampls of space for
branding at the back. Size: 22x6x6 cm
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Cleavinova M19-250A
A high end mahogany lacquer ʩnish desk
clock with hygrometer / thermometer.
Size: 17.5x6x23cm

Cloframe M19-250B
Stainless steel brushed book type photo frame with world time
clock having quartz movement. Size: 7.3x1.7 cm
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Skeletym M19-251A
12” High end modern decorative gear
wall clock with open mechanism.
Quartz Moment

Woogan M19-251C
Square wooden sweep moment
wall clock with hygrometer and
thermomemeter. Size: 32x27cm

Sailor M19-251B
An elegant rosewood piano ʩnish antique nautical anchor ship wheel
wall clock with chrome metal ʩtings. The quartz tide and time clock ship
steering wheel wall clock. Size: 28.5cm
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Sikka M19-252A
Unisex watch with seiko moment. 44 mm dial
and dual colour metal belt. Full colour branding
can be done on the dial

Nimma M19-252B
Promotional Watch with japanese moment
and soft metal strap

Jolly M19-252C
Promotional watch with leather strap and seiko moment. Full colour
branding can be done on the dial inside. Size: 46 mm
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Twosome M19-253A
Seiko moment pair of watches in a gift box. Dial sizes
are 43mm and 30 mm with dual colour metal belt. Can
print full colour logos and brand on the dial. Perfect
gift for his & her

Eberta M19-253B
Promotional Watch with alloy casing and stainless steel back cover. Water Resistant 3M. Available with matching
strap suiting your corporate identity. Available in 38mm and 42 mm dials. MOQ 100 pcs
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Eddy Kids M19-254A
Our classic, spill-proof eddy™ bottle 0.4lit, designed
specially for little hands. The simpliʩed straw is easy
for kids to use, and the size makes it ideal for packing
in bags and lunchboxes. All the parts are easy to
remove for cleaning and child safe

Eddy M19-254B
The redesigned Eddy™ bottle is 100% BPA-free and built with patented ʪip-top bite valve that lets you
sip (new improved faster ʪow) without tipping or spilling – perfect for hydration on the go. Integrated
loop handle can be hooked to a carabiner or carried in the crook of one ʩnger. dishwasher safe. Available
in 0.75 Lit and 1lit

DRINKWARE

Chute Mag M19-255A
The new Chute™ .75L water bottle. angled spout provides an ergonomic drink interface that delivers a high ʪow of water
without sloshing or spilling, spout cap snaps into handle to prevent it from getting in the way when drinking, Comfortable
to Carry: Handle designed to comfortable carry a full liter of water, securely attaches the cap to the bottle for easy ʩlling
and reʩlling, half turn cap gives you easy access to your water, the spout cap threads internally so there is no more
drinking off those uncomfortable bottle threads, dishwasher safe. All parts are top-rack dishwasher safe durable and leakproof, 100% free of BPA and BPS, wide-mouth opening is easy to ʩll with ice and water and a breeze to clean. CamelBak®
Got Your Bak™ Guarantee: If we build it, we’ll Bak it™ with our lifetime guarantee. Available in Colours in 0.75 Lit– Marine
blue, charcoal, indigo, rust, lime, orchid. Available in Colours in 1 lit – marine blue, charcoal, indigo, sage

Smart Flask M19-255B
Stainless steel vaccum insulated smart mug.
350 ml/12 oz the push button open lock
mechanism makes it leak proof. It’s solo
suction feature grips the smooth surface even
if you knock it accidently
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Batumi M19-256A
Double wall insulating vacuum bottle of
stainless steel with bamboo cover. 400
ml capacity with additional tea infuser.
Dimensions: ø6.5x20cm

Helsinki M19-256B
Double wall stainless steel insulating vacuum ʪask 500
ml. Lid in bamboo with carry handle
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Boreal M19-257A
Double wall stainless steel insulating vacuum ʪask 500 ml in shiny UV
ʩnish. Dimensions: Ø6X24CM Volume: 1.542 cdm3 Net Weight: 0.288 kg

Sipila M19-257B
The Sipilä Tumbler is the perfect choice for enjoying your
favorite drink while on the go. The chic and stylish design and
sleek push button lid make it both good-looking and functional.
While this vacuum insulated tumbler is easy to open, it also stays
leak-proof when the button is pushed to the ‘closed’ position
and correctly assembled. It’s a convenient option for those who
are always on the move. Sipilä vacuum insulation technology
for max temperature retention. Durable double wall stainless
steel Exterior stays cools to the touch with hot beverages and
sweat-proof dry and happy hands. Product Size (W x D x H): 5.0”
x 3.5” x 8.0” Base Diameter: 2 1/2”
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Kobwa M19-258A
KOBWA Insulated Stainless Steel Water Bottle. This Insulated
Vacuum Flask/Bottle with classic thred opening knob is perfect for
outdoor / camping / hiking / cycling as it keeps Liquids Cold And
Hot. Capacity 450ml. Leak-proof -16 Oz. Available in matt black
and matt white colours

Aqua M19-258B
Track your daily hydration goals with this
smart designed stainless steel 650ml. water
bottle. The lid displays a bigger water
drop each time you reʩll and twist the
collar so you can easily keep count of the
number of bottles you drink. Handwash
only and leakproof. Registered design®
Product Size : 20.9 x ø7 cm
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Carvan M19-259A
A 350 ml Thermal mug. These are available in various colours
with contrast trims

Rambler M19-259B
The double-wall vacuum insulation keeps your
beverage at the ideal temperature. It ʩts comfortably
in your car, boat, or truck. Rambler is designed with
18/8 stainless steel and is sweat-free, providing
you extreme durability and long-lasting use. Don’t
worry about spills and leaks with the crystal clear lid.
Capacity 20 oz
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Eastridge M19-260A
Enjoy your favorite warm morning coffee
or energize your day with the perfect iced
mocha. This reliable coffee tumbler is easy
to travel with and comfortable to use onehanded with its leak-proof push button lid
and non-slip silicone grip. With its polished
double wall design the 15 Oz stainless
steel tumbler you’ll be able to keep your
beverages warm or chilled

Hugi M19-260B
Matt ʩnish double wall construction
thermal mug made with 18/8 stainless
steel. This helps keep hot and cold
beverages while eliminating condensation. Holds up to 473 ml/16 ʪ oz.
Slim design ʩts comfortably in your
car, boat, or truck. Available in matt
red, black and blue colours
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Ceraccum M19-261A
A 380 ml double walled vacuum mug with strong silicone
suction on the bottom of the cup to prevent the mug from
tipping over by sudden force and accidental hit.This Mug
stands out for its ʪavor-saving ceramic coated interior,
which never imparts a metallic taste and never rusts or
stains. This double-wall, vacuum-insulated stainless steel/
ceramic mug keeps drinks hot or cold for 6 to 12 hours,
depending on the starting temperature of the liquid.
Product Size : ø8 X 19.5 cm

Coffresso M19-261B
Less is more. With a 8cm length this is
the perfect double wall mug for your
coffee machine. PP inner. Great for your
Espressos and Cappucinos.
Easy twist spill proof lid. Hand washable
only. Available with and without handle.
Content 160ml. Registered design®
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Coffucino M19-262A
Less is more. With a 8cm length this is
the perfect double wall mug with handle
for your coffee machine. PP inner. Great
for your Espressos and Cappucinos.
Easy twist spill proof lid. Hand washable
only. Available with and without handle.
Content 160ml. Registered design®

Lattitude M19-262B
10 Oz Insulated ceramic thermal mug,
stainless steel lining inside
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Ello M19-263A
Vintage inspired double wall vaccum stainless steel
thermal much with lid. With a nod to classic enamel mugs
Ello is a sublimation mug (allows full colour branding)
This 16-ounce travel mug will keep drinks hot or cold
for hours with its vacuum insulation. The long handle is
designed with matt composite so it is easy to grasp and
hold onto. Available in rose gold and silver colour
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Madison M19-264A
Aluminium drinking bottle 500 ml
single wall with silicon strap

Schott M19-264B
550ml single wall compartment fruit infuser
glass bottle with silicon body and cover.
Dimension 24*6.5cm
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Batumi Glass M19-265A
Double wall in high borosilicate glass
and bamboo lid with tea infuser 420 ml
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Sicilia M19-266A
Drinking bottle in tritan 650 ml with stainless steel
details and foldable mouth piece

Peddy

M19-266B

Enjoy spill-proof sipping at work or on the trail
with the 0.75-lit Peddy water bottle. 100% free of
BPA, BPS and BPF. Redesigned cap and bite valve
provide faster ʪow and enhanced durability
Flip, Bite and Sip. Sleek shape ʩts in the hand and
most cup holders. Integrated loop handle makes
it easy to clip a carabiner or carry with the crook of
a ʩnger. Wide-mouth opening is easy to ʩll with
ice and water and a breeze to clean
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Eshi M19-267A
Tritan Bottle with phone and tablet stand. Capacity: 650ML / 23OZ Cap made of PP and silicon material. Dimension:
Ø 7.2 x 22.0 cm Safe for food contact

Push Spout M19-267B
Immediate hydration for any adventure. Durable
and leakproof single handed drinking. With
an angled push button auto spout provides
ergonomic drink interface that delivers a high
ʪow of water without sloshing or spilling. 100%
free of BPA, BPS and BPF. A polyster string
is attached to carry the bottle comfortably.
Together securely attaches the cap to the bottle
for easy ʩlling and reʩlling. This water bottle is
made of a durable and innovative plastic, Tritan.
Capacity: 750ml
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HL Slide M19-268A
HL Slide is a double walled, 380ml thermo tumbler which is inspected for food-hygiene, hence makes it very safe compared to
regular plastic tumblers. It can resist a temperature of upto 100°C without your tumbler getting hot. The stylish lid has a slide
open mechanism which allows one-hand operation. Product Size : ø7.6 x 19.6cm

Celina M19-268B
A double wall PP plastic travel
mug. Capacity: 450 ml. Available
in matt ʩnish in different colours.
BPA Free
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Tritan M19-269A
BPA free plastic drinking bottle
ideal for the gym, cycling, running
or just to keep on your desk so you
remember to drink your 2 litres
per day. The maximum capacity
of the bottle is 650ml. The bottle
has a screw lid for when you need
to reʩll it. The bottle should ʩt in
most car drinks holders

Memo M19-269B
This new innovative bottle with unique colors
and designs are sure to catch the attention of
people, which is the target of any promotions
or gifting initiative. It features the listed
characteristics: 750ml (25.4 ʪ oz) - BPA Free
Plastic This durable, leak proof bottle is also
freezer proof designed to ʩt where you need
it, stands up unassisted Environmentally
responsible with recycled plastic and reduction
of single-use bottles. Bottles are not to be
exposed to hot or carbonated liquids
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Hydrate M19-270A
BPA Free Infuser water bottle 860ml

Gates M19-270B
Foldable water bottle in BPA free plastic with aluminium carabiner. Capacity 480 ml
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Asobu M19-271A
680ml water bottle with fruit infuser compartment. Infuse
your water with fresh fruits and additional ʪavours into
the infuser compartment. The infuser compartment can
also be used to chill your water by adding ice cubes. Also
prepares your detox water and enjoy the infusion. Product
Size : 25.2 x ø7.5cm

Flavours M19-271B
The28 oz. Tritan water bottle is a ʩtness lover’s dream. It comes with matching color
translucent ʪip up spout, integrated soft-touch carry handle and fruit infuser, and a clear
drinking straw. Use the infuser to give your water vibrant taste by adding the fruit of your
choice. BPA free and FDA compliant.. 3 3/8 W x 9 1/2 H x 3 3/8 D inches
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My Logo Mug M19-272A
Ceramic Mug with bespoke 2D/3D spining logo/object. Capacity 250 ml
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Cupgo M19-272B

Magic Mug M19-272C

Cupgo is a 270ml mug that is made from naturally grown
organic bamboo ʩbre. It is ecofriendly, reusable & highly
durable. The silicon grip with geometric design helps hold
the cup conveniently when the drink is hot. Dishwasher safe.
Product Size : 12 x ø8cm

Colour changing sublimation ceramic mug. The logo
and the print shows up only when hot liquid is poured
in. Available in matt and glossy ʩnish

DRINKWARE

Colour Trent M19-273A

Vardera Set M19-273B

300 ml ceramic mug presented in an individual
corrugated carton gift box

5 Oz Cup and Saucer set. Comes in bulk packing

Trims M19-273C

Havanas M19-273D

Sublimation ceramic mug. Full colour image or logo
can be done on these - rim handle in 5 colours to
match your corporate colours

Sublimation ceramic mug. Full colour image or logo can
be done on these. White glossy outside and inner with
different colours to match your corporate identity
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CalTrack M19-274A
Cal Track is a smart activity tracker that keeps track of your daily activities & helps you stay ʩt &
healthy. It counts your steps, calories and monitors your sleep. Functions also include Incoming call
reminder, selʩe remote and music play control. The band is lightweight and very comfortable to
wear day and night. It records & presents your data effectively to help you achieve your ʩtness goals.
Packed in a gift box. Product Size : 25 x 2.3 x 1.3cm

Stationery Puzzle M19-274B
A colourful stationery puzzle useful and compact.
Packed in a gift box
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Ronny M19-275A
Teddy bear plush wearing a hooded sweater.
Dimensions: 13X16 cm

Kanta M19-275B
Children’s ʪeece blanket with teddy bear toy
holding the blanket with fastening tape hands.
Dimensions: 120x80 cm
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Crayonie M19-276A
Artist’s set in wooden box including 66 pieces (wax
crayons, oil pastels, markers, coloured pencils, water
colours, sharpener, glue, eraser, paint brush, ruler,
and pencil). Dimensions: 28x21x4,2 cm

Eason M19-276B

Recycle Tubes M19-276C

A set of 12 colour pencils with a 100gsm / 80 sheet
drawing book. Size:10.5*14.5*2.4 cm

Set of 12 recycled coloured pencils in a
recyled tubular box packing. available in
90mm and 175 mm
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Pencils Pouch M19-277B
Recycled paper colour pencils in a rolled canv
canvas pencil
case. Available in pack of 12 pencils and 6 pencils

Activity Book Set M19-277A
Recycled paper colouring book, stickers, puzzles and
a set a full length 12 colour pencils in a pouch

Drawing Set M19-277C
A set of 12 recycled 175 mm coloured pencils in a
wooden box packing with eraser and slide in ruler

Recycle
R
l P
Pouch
h M19-277D

Eco Colour M19-277E

A set of six recycled colour pencils with eraser
and a sharpener in a recycled canvas pouch with
elastic enclosure

Eco Colouring set with 30 sheets colouring book. Comes
with a set of 8 colour pencils full length
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Pencil Case M19-278A
PVC Pencil Case. Can do full colour
printing on these

Wooden Set M19-278B
This school stationery wooden set is
one of the best sellers gift sets with full
stationery components and carefully
selected Eco Material. Its a great back to
school gift

Circle M19-278C
Ball pen. Rubber ʩnish pattern.
ø12 x 140 mm

Spinner M19-278D
Push action ball pen with spinner on
the barrel, yellow platic body and
shiny chrome trims
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Packer M19-279A
Compact and lightweight standard
600D two tone polyester backpack
with synthetic leather base for
everyday journeys. With an easy
access front zipper pocket, it’s your
ideal travel companion. Product
Size :30 x 40 x 12.5cm

Peddy M19-279B
Enjoy spill-proof sipping at
work or on the trail with the
0.75-lit Peddy water bottle.
100% free of BPA, BPS and
BPF. Redesigned cap and bite
valve provide faster ʪow and
enhanced durability
Flip, Bite and Sip. Sleek shape
ʩts in the hand and most cup
holders. Integrated loop handle
makes it easy to clip a carabiner
or carry with the crook of a
ʩnger. Wide-mouth opening is
easy to ʩll with ice and water
and a breeze to clean

Foldrink M19-279C
Foldable water bottle in BPA free plastic with aluminium
carabiner. Capacity 480 ml
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Fridget Spinner M19-280A
Standard Fidget Spinner. Full colour UV branding
can be done of each

LED Fidget M19-280B
Fidget Spinner with LED Lights. Full colour branding
can be done on these

Magnetic Chess M19-280C
Our small magnetic folding travel chess and
checker set is perfect for taking on trips whether
it is on a long vacation or just to school and back

Puzzles M19-280D
Mind Reckers Available in
different options

i
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Mybank M19-281A
House shaped coin bank. Plastic material

Sopla M19-281B
Bubble stick blower. 30 ml capacity

STAR KIDS

KIDZTALK

DAYCARE
CENTER

PLAYCENTER

Fly M19-281C
Children’s kite in polyester including pouch. Dimensions: 50x52x9cm

Animal Mugs M19-281D
Ceramic Mugs with various animal shape handles
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i

Fashyo M19-282A
i. Yoyo with ʪashing red colour light. Includes 2 cell
batteries. Dimensions: Ø5,5X2,5 cm
ii. Bamboo yoyo

Frisbee M19-282B
A perfect outdoor mate 23 cms diameter

Stranats M19-282C
Brain teaser in star shape packed in a cotton pouch.
Dimensions: 5x5cm
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Dinosaur Set M19-283A
7 dinosaur rubber set in an egg shaped
box. Egg: ø40 x 47 mm

Car Set M19-283B
Rubber set. 12 assorted cars in car-shaped
box. Box: 72 x 32 x 12 mm

Reytalia M19-283C

Babesun M19-283D

Classic sunglasses in PC with coloured
frame and black lenses with UV400
protection. Dimensions: 14x4,5x14 cm

Classic and stylish kids sunglasses with UV400 protection.
Dimensions: 12x4x12cm
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O’jayas M19-284A
Smiley Stress Ball with magnetic head and
paperweight at bottom. Dimension: 10.6*5.6cms

Anti Stress M19-284B
Stress Balls in various colours and shapes

Bouncy M19-284C
Bouncing ball in PU material. Available in 7 different
colours. Dimensions: Ø6.3cm
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Fumiest M19-285A
Assorted puzzle games in a printed carton box. Games
are delivered as an assortment. Price is for 1 puzzle

Rubix Cube M19-285C
Trikesnats M19-285B
7 piece wooden puzzle in cotton pouch. Dimensions:
4,5X4,5X4,5 cm

A 3-D combination puzzle invented in 1974 by
Hungarian sculptor and professor of architecture
Ernƞ Rubik. One face of Rubik’s Cube is left blank for
branding
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Nico M19-286A
Teddy bear plush dressed with colourful outʩt.
Dimensions: 16x14,5x12,5 cm

America Touch M19-286B
Classic
and
stylish
sunglasses
with
coloured
mirrored lenses and matching coloured arms and
with UV400 protection. Matching tone with barrel.
Dimensions: 14x4x14cm

Nomi M19-286C
Coaster/bottle opener. Personalize the coaster with your logo and company name with a design you create. Made from solid
plastic. Sturdy metal bottle opener inset, black non slide felt bottom. Available in black and white colour. Size 3 1/4” x 3 1/4”
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Beandy M19-287A
Multicolour jelly beans in a glass container
jar with metallic cover. 30 grams candy. Can
customise a blister packing with branding
as per your requirement. MOQ 500pcs

Mobihold M19-287B
PVC Mobile holder, helpful to hand on the plug
itself to avoid the mess of cables.

Nuuk M19-287C
A handy notepad with elastic enclosure. 70 sheets
Notepad comes with additional sticky notes, business
card slot and a recycle pen. Size: 14.5x11.5x1.5 cm
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Fridge Magnets

Button Badges

M19-288A

M19-288B

Acrylic Fridge Magnets. Available in
Sizes: 60*90mm, 57*57mm, 45*70mm
and 35*50mm

Button Badges with magnets.
Available in 25, 32, 37, 44, 56, 58
and 75 mm

Badge M19-288D
Magnetic badge holder, with
epoxy dooming.

Lapel Pins M19-288C
Custom made lapel pins as per your
requirements. MOQ 300 pcs.
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Flag Lapel Pins M19-288E
Flag Lapel pins can be supplied as
single or double ʪag pins.
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Msg. Magnets
M19-289A

Fridge Magnets with an identiʩcation of
your trade. Can be supplied with sticky
notes or the calendar. MOQ 1000 pcs

Reel Badge M19-289B
Retractable metal reel badge holders. Can
supply in shiny chrome or gold colours.

Reel Badge M19-289C
Retractable round plastic reel badge holders. Made to
accommodate big logos. Available in 5 colours. Print
Size: 28 mm dia.

Reel Badge M19-289D

Reel Badge M19-289E

Retractable round plastic reel badge holders. Available
in 5 colours. Print Size: 26 mm dia.

Retractable square plastic reel badge holders.
Available in 5 colours. Print Size: 18 mm
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Round Cord Lanyard M19-290A
Branding can be done on metal/plastic parts

Clip Type
Lanyards

Buckle Lanyards M19-290B
20mm polyster lanyard with buckle. Available with and
without safety breakaway lock.

M19-290C

15mm Crocodile Clip Lanyard.

Velcro Lanyards
Rope Lanyard M19-290D
Branding can be done on metal/plastic parts
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20mm two tone velcro lanyards with
self safety breakaway lock.
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HD Lanyards

PMS Lanyards M19-291B

M19-291A

20mm two tone buckle lanyard with PMS
buckle and safety clip with reʪector lines.

20mm high density polyster lanyard
with ultra smooth ʩnish.

Hook Type Lanyards
M19-291D

Standard Lanyards M19-291C

15-20 mm hook lanyard.
Available with and without
safety breakaway lock.

20 mm standard polyster lanyard with hook.

Sili Band M19-291E
Silicon wrist bands latex free. Available in variety of colours.
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Stic ‘O’ Note M19-292A
Customized sticky notes can be done in various styles shapes
and variations. MOQ 500pcs

Sticky Roll M19-292B
Sticky roll that can be pulled as per the size
reqiured. Paper width 5.5cm, Paper roll length
800cms. Total 2 rolls in package

Note Blocks M19-292C
A 10X10 memo block with 100 sheets and vibrant
coloured sticky ʪags
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Trios* M19-293A

Calore* M18-293B

Spinmark* M19-293C
Anti-stress hand spinner with 3 colours highlighters.
Combines the fun of spinners with the usefulness of
highlighter in one item. Item complies with European
standard EN 71 CE, so meets all safety requirements
for toys. Dimensions: 8x8x1,6 cm

Hands On* M19-293D

*Colourful highlighters

High Light* M19-293E
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Mr. Ben M19-294A
A smiley nature’s basket on your desktop. “Hair” takes
about 1 week to sprout . A full head of hair takes 3-4 weeks
to grow, and and “greying and balding” will occur after
about 6-8 weeks. Experiment with different hairstyles :-)
You can make mohawks, pony-tails, crew-cuts... have fun
with it! Comes as smiley face not with spectacle moustache.

Seed Pencil M19-294B
What if pencils could grow? Seed Pencil is one of those
unique products that just make you say “why didn’t i think
of that”. It is so simple yet so ingenious, plant a pencil’s
butt when it becomes too short to use (which most of the
time we just throw away). The one featured here is the herb
pack but they also have a ʪower pack and a vegetable one.
Having greenery in your living and work space, yes this may
be the answer. Comes with a pack of 3 pencils
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C

33x40x15 cm

Cotton Tote M19-295A
33x42x19 cm

Earthy Cotton Tote Bags. Available in
various sizes and shapes. Sizes: 37*40*2
cm, 40*37*13 cm

Juco Bags M19-295B
Juco is a smart, versatile and increasingly
popular new ecological fabric.

U

The ʩne blend of both jute and cotton
give juco an edge on both materials, by
taking the most beneʩcial properties of
each it offers an ecological alternative
to cotton and canvas bags.

J

30x30x15 cm

40x35x15 cm

Juco brings together the tighter weave
of a cotton bag and the hard-wearing
durability found in traditional jute
bags. The result is smooth to the touch
and can take much more detail from
a printing perspective. Juco also has a
longer lifespan and most importantly, is
environmentally-friendly.
We consider our high quality juco
bag range to be the most natural,
ecologically-sustainable way to address
the ‘single-use carrier bag problem’.
Available in various sizes as per your
requirements.

36x44x12 cm

Bleached Tote M19-295C
8Oz Bleached Laminated Cotton Tote Bags.
Available in various sizes and shapes. Sizes:
20*33*16 cm, 36*44*12 cm
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Bamboo M19-296A
4pc desktop bamboo stationery set. You can
fix them as per your wish and style Perfect
desk set that consists a mobile stand, pen
holders, slots for business cards, paper clips
and stationery

Boshi M19-296B
Boschi is an Italian design wooden desktop organizer
to hold your stationery, mobile / business cards.
Loads of space for branding. Size: 23*4.5*6.8 cm
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Vinado M19-297A
Vinado is Box Shaped Desktop Stationery
made in bamboo material, containing
notepad, mini notepad of recycled paper
and colorful memo stickers. Vinado can
be used as mobile holder, pen and pencil
holder, business card holder and tray for
accessories. Dimension: 16.8x9.5x9cm

Bamcube M19-297B
All natural, eco-friendly comprehensive/unique desktop
organizer made of bamboo. This desktop can be used
as mobile phone holder, music ampliʩer, pen stand,
coaster and a stree buster puzzle. Comes in a recycle
box packing. Dimension: 10*10*8.6 cm
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Tocu M19-298A
Bamboo block perpetual desktop calendar.
Dimensions: 13x4x5,5 cm

Bamboo M19-298B
A set of 6 bamboo coaster set with stand
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Ferro M19
M19-299A
299A
3pc desk set reliever that has pen stand / holder, mobile
/ tablet holder, slot for business cards and slots to keep
stationery. These wooden blocks can be placed in 6
different styles and gets attached with the embeded
magnets in each block

Curvey M19-299B
Unique shaped bamboo crafted desk set
that has a small note pad, colourful sticky
ʪags, slots to hold mobile, pens, business
cards and stationery. Size: 25.5X9X9 cm
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JW Marriott

Woodie M19-300A
Classic sunglasses in PC with wooden look ʩnish and mirrored
lenses with UV400 protection. Dimensions: 14,5x4,5x14 cm

Green Pal M19-300B
Water Powered thermometer alarm clock.
Keeps perfect time without requiring batteries
or electricity. Just ʩll the reservoir with tap or
rain water, and the clock will work for up to
a few months. A fresh watering of the clock
continues operation - an internal memory chip
retains the clock’s time (for 2 minutes) during
a reʩll so resetting the time is not necessary.
A button cycles between month/date and time
on the LCD screen
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Smart Desktop M19-301A
An Integrated Desktop set which comes with an acrylic pen, card and mobile holder and clapboard, memo note (size:
11.7x8.5cm, 80gm cream paper, 150 sheets), with 1pc ballpen and some clips. It also has inner Calendar (size: 10x6cm,
157gm art paper, 13sheets with 4 color printing on both sides). An insert card for client printing logo (157gm art paper
1sheet 10x8cm). The middle part has PET (1.2x4.5cm x5pads 25sheets/ pad), yellow sticky note (5x4.9cm 25 sheets).
Paper box packaging. Dimension: 14.2x12x11.2cm
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Recta M19-302A
A foldable pen stand with colourful memo blocks, sticky
notes and colourful sticky ʪags. Available in Khaki and
Black colours. Size: 10.5X14X1.4cm

Jaiba M19-302B
An Eco friendly spiral notebook in natural cork with
matching recycled pen. Comes in eco friendly khaki
box. Size: 15x10.5 cm

Organico M19-302C
A5 size recycled Eco friendly notebook featuring vibrant sticky
notes, a matching recycled pen, a ruled writing pad with
broad elastic enclosure. Colours Available: black, red and blue.
Size: 18x14 cm
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Viola M19-303A
A trifold stationery set A5. Available in 4 different colour.

Evolution M19-303C
EcoNote M19-303B
An A5 Size Eco Friendly Notebook with contrast patch to
match your corporate colour.

An A5 size recycled paper spiral note book that
comes with hard bound cover and a matching
colour pen. Comes in eco friendly khaki box
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Aspen French M19-304A
Formal shirt long/short sleeves with button down collar, chest pocket.
Can be tailored in different choice of colours and have a privilege to
chose the variety of fabric from oxford, soft washed twill and gabadin
poly viscose. A matching tie can be supplied along that is optional
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Hawick M19-305A
Mens Classic Grey Cashmere Jumper | Our Classic Men’s V
Neck Jumper has the versatility to be worn all-year-round and
paired with a variety of garments to create an effortless outʩt.
The 2ply knitwear is soft to touch and capable of providing
warmth without weight, ideal for layering

Reflective Pipeing

Reflective Pipeing

Reflective
2 cm height

Reflective
2 cm height

Wind Breaker M19-305B
This Lightweight Windbreaker Jacket is water resistant
made of micro polyester fabric with zip front closure.
Soft to the touch, versatile, and great for layering. This
lightweight windbreaker is great for all weather conditions.
Can be tailored with a scuba neck, mesh lined panel hood,
and welt pockets. These can be custom made with padding
to handle chilli winters. Reʪective Tapes are optional
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Tech M19-306A
A Sports garment Technology at its best! Available in
White with three different contrast colour combination. Its
a UV protection fabric that measures blockage of UV-A
and UV-B rays. Tech dry and cool fabric allows 1/25th to
1/39th (2.56- 4%) of UV radiation that falls on the surface
of the fabric to pass through it.Thus, 96- 97.4% of UV rays
are not allowed to reach your skin thereby protecting the
skin from sunburn and long term skin damage

The Grand Buch
M19-306B

Cotton rich cool fabric with contrast
neck tape and placket addiing some
element of colour to each Polo. This
predinantly composed of cotton,
retains its charm - wash after wash.
Available in 6 colours
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Jawie M19-307A
Men’s brave soul custom made
interlock polo shirt with jacquard
collar and cuff. interlock is the
classic knit fabric allowing it to
stretch. the fabric is extreemly
soft ʩrm and absorbent

Performance Polo M19-307B
Achievers Men’s 100% cotton Performance Polo’s.
Fuller cut for complete comfort. Textured fabric
that wicks sweat and dries fast. Its soft, light and
breathable with an anti order technology. These
bespoke polo’s can be customed as per your
requirements. Available in 220 and 240 gsm.
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DryFit M19-308A
Bespoke DryFit moisture management Polo’s for
optimal breathability. Tailored with ʪat knit collar
three-button placket and open hem sleeves...using
special technology this fabric pulls out the moisture
away from the skin to the surface of the fabric for
quick evaporation, which keeps your body dry and
comfortable

Golfers Polo M19-308B
Bespoke DryFit Golfers Polo. This special fabric is weaved and/
or layered in a way that it enhances moister / sweat wicking for
optimal breathability. This combination of microʩbre/cotton
fabric that moves sweat away from the body and to the fabric
surface, where it evaporates. As a result, keeps athletes dry and
comfortable
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Crew M19-309A
Single Jersy 100% ring spun combed
cotton fabric, enzyme ʩnish for soft
and smooth touch. 180gsm

Piping polo M19-309B
Tipped Collar and Piping add style to exceptional
moisture-wicking performance. Double knit Gently
contoured silhouette Taped neck Striped placket and
collar 3-button placket with pearlized buttons
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Zonal Sublimation
M19-310A

Design your own Polo Shirt. You
can chose from our standard
designs or have our inhouse
designer put a design to your ideas
with a unique look. MOQ 50pcs

Micromesh Cool M19-310B
Bespoke Achievers micromesh dry and cool polo’s. Plain outside and
textured inside to enhance mositure management. Contrast sides,
piping and shoulder panels can be tailored as per your corporate
identities
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Contraster M19-311A
Heavy brush cotton caps with contrast
peak and an adjustable buckle or a velcro
as per your requirement

Sunvisor M19-311B
If you wear a sun visor you will automatically
appear more stylish and classy. This hat hits the
right spot between preppy and athletic all while
granting you great coverage and protection. The
best part is that it can be easily paired with all
sorts of clothing from dresses to shirts to polos
to even swimsuits

Brushed M19-311C
Plain heavy brushed cotton caps. Can be
supplied with buckle or velcro
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Performace M19-312A
Microfribre soft caps with breathable mesh window and
metal adjustable buckle. Comes with contrast piping

Perfect Fit M19-312B
6 panel baseball cap in cotton with adjustable velcro
strap closure 6 stitched eyelets in matching colour.
Size: 25x16x15cm. Print size: 12x4cm

Ray M19-312C
Ra
Heav brushed cotton caps with metal
Heavy
buckle and contrast piping all over matching
buck
the ccorporate identity
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REFLECTIVE
TAPE

Visnatu M19-313A
5 panel baseball cap in cotton twill with adjustable hook and loop strap closure. 4
stitched eyelets in grey. Reʪective trim around the visor’s edge, the top and the lower
part of cap. Size 7 1/4

o
r.

Nico M19-313B
A soft micro-ʩbre cap with breathable mesh vent and
a mesh design at the peak. Comes with an adjustable
buckle
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